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ABSTRACT
Many science and engineering problems exhibit scale disparity and high con-
trast. The small scale features cannot be omitted in the physical models because they
can affect the macroscopic behavior of the problems. However, resolving all the scales
in these problems can be prohibitively expensive. As a consequence, some types of
model reduction techniques are required to design efficient solution algorithms.
For practical purpose, we are interested in mixed finite element problems as they
produce solutions with certain conservative properties. Existing multiscale methods
for such problems include the mixed multiscale finite element methods. We show
that for complicated problems, the mixed multiscale finite element methods may not
be able to produce reliable approximations. This motivates the need of enrichment
for coarse spaces.
Two enrichment approaches are proposed, one is based on generalized multiscale
finite element methods (GMsFEM), while the other is based on spectral element-
based algebraic multigrid (rAMGe). The former one, which is called mixed GMs-
FEM, is developed for both Darcy’s flow and linear elasticity. Application of the
algorithm in two-phase flow simulations are demonstrated. For linear elasticity, the
algorithm is subtly modified due to the symmetry requirement of the stress tensor.
The latter enrichment approach is based on rAMGe. The algorithm differs
from GMsFEM in that both of the velocity and pressure spaces are coarsened. Due
the multigrid nature of the algorithm, recursive application is available, which results
ii
in an efficient multilevel construction of the coarse spaces.
Stability, convergence analysis, and exhaustive numerical experiments are car-
ried out to validate the proposed enrichment approaches. Our numerical results
show that the proposed methods are more efficient than the conventional methods
while still being able to produce reliable solution for our targeted applications such
as reservoir simulation. Moreover, the robustness of the mixed GMsFEM for linear
elasticity with respect to the high contrast heterogeneity in Poisson ratio is evident
from our numerical experiments. Lastly, our empirical results show good speedup
and approximation by the proposed multilevel coarsening method.
iii
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NOMENCLATURE
Rd d-dimensional Euclidean space
W Simply-connected bounded open subset of Rd
p Pressure
v Velocity
u Displacement
s Stress tensor
h Characteristic length of a fine grid element
H Characteristic length of a coarse grid element
Th Fine mesh
TH Coarse mesh
ti i-th fine grid element
Ti i-th coarse grid element
EH Set of coarse edges
Ei i-th coarse edge
wei i-th coarse edge-based neighborhood
wvi i-th coarse vertex-based neighborhood
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1 INTRODUCTION
Many science and engineering problems exhibit scale disparity and high con-
trast. The small scale features can affect the macroscopic behavior of the problems
one way or the other. Typical examples include modeling of composite materials,
flows in porous media, and climate models of the globe. If one attempts to resolve
all the scales at once, the problems can be prohibitively expensive to be solved even
by the computing power nowadays.
Efficient methods for problems that are multiscale in nature have been a popular
research topic in the past few decades. Instead of solving the problems directly in full
resolution, a more common approach is to reduce the dimension of the models while
preserving a certain acceptable accuracy. Along this direction, many multiscale or
upscaling methodologies have been proposed over the years.
For instance, homogenization [19, 45] is one of the classic upscaling methods
which mainly handles periodic coefficients. The general purpose of homogenization
is to “homogenize” a heterogeneous coefficient by some averaging methods. Applica-
bility of homogenization is limited by the assumption on coefficient (e.g. periodicity)
and the geometry of the problem under consideration.
In the past two decades, various numerical homogenization methods were intro-
duced. The variational multiscale method [47] proposed by Hughes et al. decomposes
the degrees of freedom (dofs) into two groups; one group is the coarse degrees of free-
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dom which is responsible for global coupling while the other group can be further
decomposed into independent local degrees of freedom. Since the degrees of freedom
in the second group is decoupled, the original problem is decomposed into small local
subproblems which can be solved independently. These local problems are then cou-
pled by the degrees of freedom in the first group through a global coarse problem.
The coarse degrees of freedom are assumed to be in certain patterns (e.g. linear
along subdomain interface). Such assumptions can greatly affect the accuracy of the
method.
Another numerical homogenization method is the heterogeneous multiscale
methods [31, 32] proposed by E and Engquist, which assume that the homogenized
problem of the original one is in a certain legitimate form. The homogenized problem
is then solved by standard methods (e.g. finite element methods) on a coarse mesh.
When assembling the discrete problems, local problems need to be solved and the
solutions of local problems are used in the numerical integration so that local micro-
scopic features are taken into account in the homogenized problem. Heterogeneous
multiscale methods are particularly suitable when the information of the media is
only available in some local representative volumes.
Besides variational multiscale methods and heterogeneous multiscale methods,
multiscale finite element methods are also very popular among all the multiscale
methods. Multiscale finite element methods were first introduced by Hou and Wu
in 1997 [46], and further developed by several other authors [38, 37, 29, 22]. Con-
2
ventional finite element methods use piecewise polynomials as basis functions of
the approximation space. In contrast, the basis functions in multiscale finite element
methods are constructed by solving local problems with prescribed (artificial) bound-
ary conditions. Since these basis functions carry local information of the coefficient,
they provide a better representation of the solution. It can be shown that in some
situations, multiscale finite element methods coincide with the variational multiscale
methods and heterogeneous multiscale methods [37].
Multiscale finite volume methods [50, 66, 60, 70] developed by Jenny et al. form
another well-known class of multiscale methods which mainly aim at subsurface flow
applications. Similar to multiscale finite element methods, multiscale finite volume
methods also construct basis function by solving local problems. However, a distinct
feature of multiscale finite volume methods is that, basis functions are built on a dual
coarse mesh. Such a construction allows multiscale finite volume methods to produce
mass conservative solutions to multiscale problems, hence the name multiscale finite
volume.
Recently, Efendiev et al. introduced the generalized multiscale finite element
methods (GMsFEM) [33], which generalize the multiscale finite element methods by
using more local basis functions. The multiscale approximation space in GMsFEM
is formed by the span of solutions of local spectral problems, as oppose to solutions
of local boundary value problems in the case of multiscale fintie element methods.
The construction of the multiscale approximation space is split into three stages: the
3
snapshot space, the offline space, and the online space. The enriched approximation
space renders GMsFEM to produce solutions with a smuch better accuracy for a
broader class of problems (e.g. problems without scale separation).
A special variant of multiscale finite element methods is the mixed multiscale
finite element methods [20, 2], which produce solutions with certain conservative
properties (e.g. mass, energy) on the coarse mesh. The main purpose of this dis-
sertation is to generalize the mixed multiscale finite element methods (following the
framework of GMsFEM and rAMGe) to allow more accurate approximations. As a
motivation, we are going to review the mixed multiscale finite element methods and
discuss their limitations in the next section.
1.1 Mixed multiscale finite element methods and their limitations
Consider the following system of partial differential equations
k 1v+Ñp= 0 in W;
div(v) = f in W;
v n = 0 on ¶W
(1.1)
where k is a heterogeneous coefficient. We will see later that this system governs
the motion of Darcy’s flow. To describe the mixed multiscale finite element methods
for the model problem (1.1), we first introduce the notion of fine and coarse grids.
For the sake of simplicity, we will assume a 2D problem in the following discussion;
the extension of the algorithm to 3D problems is straight forward. We let TH be
a usual conforming partition of the computational domain W into finite elements
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(triangles, quadrilaterals, tetrahedrals, etc.), called coarse-grid blocks, where H > 0
is the coarse mesh size. We refer to this partition as the coarse grid and assume that
each coarse-grid block is partitioned into a connected union of fine-grid blocks, which
are conforming across coarse-grid edges. The fine grid partition will be denoted by
Th, which by definition is a refinement of TH . We use EH :=
SNe
i=1fEig (where Ne is
the number of coarse edges) to denote the set of all edges of the coarse mesh TH , and
E 0H to denote the set of all interior coarse edges. We also define the edge-based coarse
neighborhood wei corresponding to the coarse edge Ei as the union of all coarse-grid
blocks sharing the edge Ei, namely,
wi =
[
fK j 2TH ; Ei 2 ¶K jg: (1.2)
See Figure 1.1 for an example of an edge-based coarse neighborhood, where the
coarse-grid edges are denoted by black lines and the fine-grid edges are denoted by
grey lines. In what follows, we will drop the superscript e in wei when there is no
confusion.
The unknown p is approximated in the space of piecewise constant functions
with respect to the coarse grid TH . The approximation space for v is constructed
locally as follows. For each coarse edge Ei, we solve the local boundary value problem
f i = kÑxi in winEi
Ñ f i = 1=jKi j in winEi
f i n = 0 on ¶wi
f i mi = 1=jEij on Ei
5
K i K
+
i
Ei
w+i
 wi

Figure 1.1: Illustration of a neighborhood wi = K+i [K i and an oversampled region
w+i associated with the coarse edge Ei.
We remark here that if k is constant in W, f i coincides with the Raviart Thomas
basis function. Hence, mixed multiscale finite element methods are generalization of
the conventional mixed finite element methods. As an illustration of how the mixed
multiscale finite element methods work, let us look at an example of coefficient
k loc1 locally in a coarse neighborhood wi and the corresponding basis function f i in
Figure 1.2. The coefficient k loc1 has a smaller value in the blue regions. For Darcy’s
flow, k refers to the permeability field, which is a measure of how fast of a fluid flow
through a certain region due to a given pressure difference. A fluid tends to flow
through a high permeability region. Hence, we expect the global velocity solution not
much going into the blue regions. As we can see, this local feature is well captured
by the multiscale basis functions f 1i . In fact, it is obvious from the streamline of f 1i
that, the vector field tends to avoid going into the blue regions. Since f 1i is a basis
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(a) Local coefficient k loc1
(b) Magnitude of f 1i (c) Streamline of f 1i
Figure 1.2: Local coefficient k loc1 in a coarse neighborhood and the corresponding
multiscale basis function f 1i .
function of the approximation space, this local feature will also be reflected in the
multiscale solution.
Now, let us look at a slightly different coefficient k loc2 and the corresponding
basis function f 2i in Figure 1.3. For this second example, we can see from the
streamline of f 2i that the vector field still goes into the blue regions. The main
difference between k loc1 and k loc2 is that, the heterogeneity in k loc2 lies on the coarse
edge Ei. Since the definition of f i assumes constant normal flux across Ei, the
heterogeneity in k loc2 cannot be well-reflected in the f i, as illustrated in Figure 1.3.
Moreover, for complex coefficients like the one shown in Figure 1.4, where we can
7
(a) Local coefficient k loc2
(b) Magnitude of f 2i (c) Streamline of f 2i
Figure 1.3: Local coefficient k loc2 in a coarse neighborhood and the corresponding
multiscale basis function f 2i .
see some channel regions, mixed multiscale finite element methods cannot produce
good approximations. This is an example of coefficients without scale separation.
Figure 1.4: Channelized coefficient kchannel.
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In Figure 1.5, we also plot out the reference solution for this coefficient obtained by
solving (1.1) using conventional mixed finite element methods on a fine grid, and
the coarse scale solution obtained by mixed multiscale finite element methods on a
coarse grid. Obviously the coarse scale approximation by the mixed multiscale finite
element methods is very different from the reference solution. In fact, the relative
error of the coarse scale approximation is greater than 100%, which clearly indicates
that we cannot trust the coarse scale approximation at all. For this coefficient, one
basis per coarse neighborhood is not enough to represent the complex heterogeneity.
(a) Reference sol’n (dim=29799) (b) Mixed MsFEM sol’n (dim=279)
Figure 1.5: Unreliable approximation by mixed MsFEM when k = kchannel.
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1.2 Enrichment of the multiscale coarse spaces
We have shown in the previous section that, for some more complicated coef-
ficients, traditional numerical homogenization methods like mixed multiscale finite
element methods often cannot produce accurate approximation to the fine grid solu-
tion. To better capture the heterogeneity in the coefficient, the generalized multiscale
finite element methods (GMsFEM) were proposed recently by Efendiev at el. [33].
Let us suppose that some informations (e.g. spatial heterogeneity pattern,
probability distribution) of the coefficient are given. GMsFEM builds multiscale basis
functions on a coarse grid in several stages. First, a snapshot space is constructed
such that it can make very good approximation to the fine scale function space. One
can either take the local snapshot space to be the local fine scale function space, or
construct the local snapshot space by solving local boundary value problems. Next,
local offline space is obtained through spectral decomposition of the local snapshot
space. This step involves solving local eigenvalue problems. Normally the offline
space has a much smaller dimension than the snapshot space because only a few
eigenvectors will be taken to generate the offline space. Up to now everything can be
done offline, which means these steps can be done before the actual simulation starts.
In fact, if the coefficient does not depend on parameters, the offline space is the final
coarse scale approximation space. However, there are situations when the coefficient
does depend on some parameters. For example, in uncertainty quantifications, the
coefficients depend on certain probability distribution; in time-dependent problems,
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the coefficient may depend on time. In such circumstances, a online space will
be generated by performing spectral decomposition to the offline space. Although
this last step is implemented online, it is computationally not expensive since the
dimension of the offline space is much smaller than the fine scale approximation
space.
In this dissertation, we will study the enrichment of the multiscale coarse spaces
for mixed finite element problems. Two approaches are studied, namely, mixed
GMsFEM and rAMGe for mixed problems. The resulting multiscale methods are
generalizations of the mixed multiscale finite element methods.
The mixed GMsFEM refers to the variant of GMsFEM that handles problems
in mixed form. Such problems have more than one unknown, and the discrete ver-
sion of the problems are usually saddle point systems. Mixed GMsFEM constructs
coarse approximation spaces for all the unknowns of the problems, as oppose to GMs-
FEM originally proposed in [33] that considers problems with only one known. Our
discussion will be focusing on the construction of snapshot space and offline space,
construction of online space should be straight forward.
In the Section 2 and 3, we are going to discuss in detail the mixed GMsFEM for
systems of partial differential equations describing the Darcy’s flow [24] and linear
elasticity, respectively. In mixed GMsFEM, only one of the coarse approximation
spaces is enriched; the other is held fixed. On the other hand, in Section 4, we will
discuss how to construct multiscale coarse spaces for mixed finite element problems
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within the rAMGe framework. Such a framework allows coarsening of both of the
approximation spaces. Moreover, the AMG nature of the algorithm allows recursive
application, which results in a multilevel method. A multilevel construction can
greatly reduce the construction time of the multiscale coarse spaces.
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2 MIXED GMSFEM FOR DARCY’S FLOW
Because of the scale disparity in the material properties (e.g. porosity and per-
meability), resolving all the scales of the flows in porous media can be prohibitively
expensive. For this reason, the geological model is oftentimes upscaled to a com-
putationally feasible model for simulation purpose. In this section, we will discuss
the mixed generalized multiscale finite element methods (GMsFEM), which can be
considered as a type of numerical upscaling. Besides having high accuracy even
for media without scale separation, the methods are mass conservative, which is an
important feature for flow simulations.
2.1 Model problem
Darcy’s law governs the fluid motion in the porous media. It states that the
flux of a fluid at a certain location is proportional to the permeability of the location
times the difference in fluid pressure across the location. Let v and p respectively
be the velocity and pressure of the fluid under consideration. Moreover, let k be
the permeability of the domain W. In general, k is a (possibly highly) heterogeneous
tensor function. The partial differential equations describing the Darcy’s flow is
v = kÑp:
Part of the material in this section is reprinted from [24] with permission.
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Together with continuity equation and assuming the fluid is incompressible, we have
the following system of partial differential equations
k 1v+Ñp= 0 in W;
div(v) = f in W:
(2.1)
We close the system with no flux condition v n = 0 on the boundary of the domain
¶W, where n is the outward unit-normal vector on ¶W.
In reservoir simulation, problem (2.1) needs to be solved multiple times, and
therefore some efficient numerical methods are needed. There are in literature up-
scaling methods [30] and multiscale methods [1, 3, 37, 46, 50] that provide some
efficient solution strategies for (2.1). For media with complex heterogeneities, these
methods may not be able to produce accurate solutions. The goal of mixed GMsFEM
to develop some enriched multiscale spaces which give accurate (velocity) solutions
to (2.1) with few degrees of freedoms.
In the mixed GMsFEM considered in this section, we construct a enriched
multiscale approximation space for the velocity field, v =  kÑp. For the pressure
p, we will use piecewise constant approximations. As is in the discussion of mixed
multiscale finite element methods, we will describe the mixed GMsFEM in a 2D
setting. Again, the mixed GMsFEM for 3D problems should be analogous. For the
notions of coarse and fine grids, coarse and fine edges, see Section 1.1. Let QH be
the space of piecewise constant functions with respect to the coarse grid TH . The
approximation of the pressure p will be obtained in this space, which is the same as
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the coarse pressure space in the mixed multiscale finite element methods. On the
other hand, a set of multiscale basis functions for the velocity field v are defined
for each coarse edge Ei 2 EH and these basis functions are supported in the coarse
neighborhood wi corresponding to the coarse edge Ei. Specifically, to obtain a basis
function for a coarse edge Ei, we will solve a local problem in the coarse neighborhood
wi with a given normal velocity on Ei and zero normal velocity on the boundary ¶wi.
Notice that we can use multiple basis functions for each coarse edge Ei by using
various choices of normal velocity on Ei. Let fy ijg be the set of multiscale basis
functions associated with the edge Ei. We define the multiscale space for the velocity
field v as the linear span of all local basis functions which is denoted as
V H =
M
E i2EH
spanfy ijg:
We also define V 0H =V H \fv 2V H : v n = 0 on ¶Wg as a subspace of V H consisting
of vector fields with zero normal component on ¶W; that is,
V 0H =
M
E i2E 0H
spanfy ijg:
Given the above spaces, the mixed GMsFEM is to find (vH ; pH)2V 0HQH such thatZ
W
k 1vH wH 
Z
W
div(wH)pH = 0; 8wH 2V 0H ;Z
W
div(vH)qH =
Z
W
f qH ; 8qH 2 QH :
(2.2)
In addition, we let V hQh be the standard lowest-order Raviart-Thomas space
and piecewise constant polynomials for the approximation of (2.1) on the fine grid
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TH . Then, the fine-grid solution (vh; ph) satisfiesZ
W
k 1vh wh 
Z
W
div(wh)ph = 0; 8wh 2V 0h;Z
W
div(vh)qh =
Z
W
f qh; 8qh 2 Qh;
(2.3)
where vh n = gh on ¶D and V 0h =V h\fv 2V h : v n = 0 on ¶Wg. In terms of matrix
representations, the above problem can be written as
Mfine~Vh+BTfine~Ph = 0
Bfine~Vh = ~Fh;
(2.4)
where ~Vh and ~Ph are vectors of coefficients in the expansions of the solutions vh and ph
in the spaces V h and Qh, respectively. We remark that the fine-grid solution (vh; ph) is
considered as a reference solution, and we will compare the accuracy of the multiscale
solution (vH ; pH) against the fine grid solution. Furthermore, it is easy to see that
QH  Qh. We will construct the multiscale space V H so that V H  V h. Therefore,
the mixed GMsFEM can be considered as a conforming method to approximate the
fine-grid solution. In the next section, we will give the construction of the multiscale
basis functions and the space V H .
2.2 The construction of multiscale basis functions
In this section, we will discuss the construction of the multiscale space V H
for the approximation of the velocity field. We will first introduce the snapshot
space, which contains an extensive set of basis functions formed by solutions of local
problems with all possible boundary conditions up to the fine-grid resolution. Then,
we will present a space reduction technique which provides a systematic way to select
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the dominant modes in the snapshot space. This technique is based on a carefully
designed local spectral problem giving a rapidly decaying residual. The resulting
reduced space is obtained by the linear span of these dominant modes and is called
the offline space. Notice that we use the terminology introduced in [33], where the
notion of online space is also introduced. We emphasize that, since we consider
problems without parameter dependence, the offline space is the same as the online
space.
2.2.1 Snapshot space
In this section, we will define the snapshot space. Essentially, it is a space
containing an extensive set of basis functions which are solutions of local problems
with all possible boundary conditions up to the fine-grid resolution. Specifically, the
functions in the snapshot space are k-harmonic functions of unit-flux functions. In
the following, we explain the detailed constructions. Let Ei 2 EH be a coarse edge.
We will find (f ij;x ij) by solving the following problem on the coarse neighborhood wi
corresponding to the edge Ei
k 1f ij+Ñx
i
j = 0 in wi;
div(f ij) = a ij in wi;
(2.5)
subject to the boundary condition f ij ni = 0 on ¶wi, where ni denotes the outward
unit-normal vector on ¶wi, and a ji is constant on each coarse element. One key
feature of our proposed approach is that the above problem (2.5) will be solved sepa-
rately in the coarse-grid blocks forming wi (see Figure 1.1 for illustration). Therefore,
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we will need an extra boundary condition on Ei, which is discussed below. Notice that
the coarse edge Ei can be written as a union of fine-grid edges, namely, Ei =
SJi
j=1 e j,
where Ji is the total number of fine-grid edges on Ei and e j denotes a fine-grid edge.
Let d ij be a piecewise constant function defined on Ei with respect to the fine-grid
such that it has value 1 on e j and value 0 on the other fine-grid edges; that is,
d ij =
8>><>>:
1; on e j,
0; on other fine grid edges on Ei,
j = 1;2;    ;Ji:
The remaining boundary condition on the coarse edge Ei for the local problem (2.5)
is then taken as
f ij mi = d ij on E j, (2.6)
where mi is a fixed unit-normal vector on Ei. We remark that the constant a ij in
(2.5) is chosen so that the compatibility condition RKl a ij = REi d ij is satisfied, for all
coarse element Kl wi. We also remark that, since f ij ni = 0 on the boundary of wi,
the vector field f ij can be extended to the rest of the domain W by defining f ij = 0
outside wi. Furthermore, the above local problem (2.5) can be solved numerically
on the underlying fine grid of wi by the lowest-order Raviart-Thomas element, so
that the resulting velocity f ij 2V h (for simplicity, we keep the same notation for the
discrete solution f ij).
The collection of the solutions of the above local problems generates the snap-
shot space. We define the snapshot space V snap by
V snap = spanff ij : 1 j  Ji; 1 i Neg:
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To simplify notation, we will use the following single-index notation
V snap = spanff i : 1 iMsnapg;
where Msnap = åNei=1 Ji is the total number of snapshot basis functions.
Notice that each f i is represented on the fine grid by the basis functions in Vh.
Therefore, each f i can be represented by a vector Fi containing the coefficients in
the expansion of f i in the fine-grid basis functions. Then, we define
Rsnap =

F1;F2; : : : ;FMsnap

;
which maps from the coarse space to the fine space.
2.2.2 Offline space
Following the general framework of [33], we will perform a space reduction on
the snapshot space through the use of some local spectral problems. The reduced
space is called the offline space. The purpose of this is to determine the important
modes in the snapshot space and to obtain a smaller space for approximating the
solution. In the general setting, we consider the spectral problem of finding a real
number l and a vector field y 2V snap such that
a(y ;f ) = l s(y ;f ); 8f 2V snap; (2.7)
where a(y ;f ) and s(y ;f ) are symmetric positive definite bilinear forms defined on
V snapV snap. We consider s(y ;f ) as an inner product on V snap and define a linear
operator A :V snap !V snap by
s(A y ;f ) = a(y ;f ):
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We assume that the operator A has rapidly decaying eigenvalues. Note that one can
take A to be a compact operator.
In practice, solving the above global spectral problem (2.7) is inefficient. There-
fore, the dimension reduction and the construction of the offline space are performed
locally. In particular, the above spectral problem is solved for each coarse neighbor-
hood wi corresponding to the coarse edge Ei. We let V isnap be the snapshot space
associated with the coarse edge Ei, which is defined by
V isnap = spanff ij : 1 j  Jig:
The local spectral problem is: find a real number l > 0 and a function y 2 V isnap
such that
ai(y ;f ) = l si(y ;f ); 8f 2V isnap: (2.8)
We will consider two different choices of local spectral problems. One can possibly
use oversampling ideas [46, 38, 5, 35] to achieve a better convergence rate (see Section
2.6).
Spectral problem 1: We take
ai(y ;f ) =
Z
Ei
k 1(y mi)(f mi);
si(y ;f ) =
Z
wi
k 1y f +
Z
wi
div(y )div(f );
(2.9)
where we recall that mi is a fixed unit-normal on the coarse edge Ei.
Spectral problem 2: We take
ai(y ;f ) =
Z
wi
k 1y f ;
si(y ;f ) =
Z
Ei
[py ][pf ];
(2.10)
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where (y ; py ) and (f ; pf ) are solutions of the local problem (2.5), and [p] denotes
the jump of the function p. Note that this spectral problem is related to the one
used in [25].
In the following, we will focus our discussions on spectral problem 1. For
spectral problem 2, we will only report its performance in Section 2.7 to show that
it is also a promising way to obtain a reduced space.
Assume that the eigenvalues of (2.8) are arranged in increasing order
l i1 < l
i
2 <   < l iJi; (2.11)
where l ik denotes the k-th eigenvalue for the coarse neighborhood wi. The corre-
sponding eigenvectors are denoted by Zik = (Zik j)Jij=1, where Zik j is the j-th component
of the vector Zik. We will use the first li eigenfunctions to form the offline space. We
remark that we assume the eigenvalues are strictly increasing (here, we refer to the
inverse of A , cf. (2.7)) only to simplify the discussion. In practice, if there are mul-
tiple eigenvectors corresponding to a specific eigenvalue, then we will take all these
eigenvectors to be part of the basis functions when the corresponding eigenvalue is
selected. Using the eigenfunctions, offline basis functions can be constructed as
y ik =
Ji
å
j=1
Zik jf
i
j; k = 1;2;    ; li:
The global offline space is then
V off = spanfy ik : 1 k  li; 1 i Neg:
As an illustration of how the multiscale basis functions look like, we revisit the
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(a) Magnitude of y i1 (b) Streamline of y i1
Figure 2.1: First multiscale basis function y i1 by mixed GMsFEM for the local
coefficient in Figure 1.3(a).
(a) Magnitude of y i2 (b) Streamline of y i2
Figure 2.2: Second multiscale basis function y i2 by mixed GMsFEM for the local
coefficient in Figure 1.3(a).
example local coefficient in Figure 1.3(a) in which basis function of mixed MsFEM
cannot capture the local physics. For this local coefficient, the first few basis functions
constructed by mixed GMsFEM are shown in Figures 2.1 – 2.3. These functions all
avoid going into the blue regions, so we expect them to provide better representations
of the global solution than the mixed MsFEM basis function shown in Figure 1.3.
To simplify notation, we will use the following single-index notation
V off = spanfy k : 1 k Moffg;
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(a) Magnitude of y i3 (b) Streamline of y i3
Figure 2.3: Third multiscale basis function y i3 by mixed GMsFEM for the local
coefficient in Figure 1.3(a).
where Moff = åNei=1 li is the total number of offline basis functions. This space will be
used as the approximation space for the velocity; that is, V H =V off in the GMsFEM
system (2.2). Furthermore, we define V 0off as the restriction of V off formed by the
linear span of all basis functions y k corresponding to interior coarse edges only. Thus,
all vectors in V 0off have zero normal component on the global domain boundary ¶W.
In term of matrix representations, the above eigenvalue problem (2.8) can be
expressed as
AisnapZ
i
k = l
i
kS
i
snapZ
i
k; (2.12)
where
Aisnap = [(A
i
snap)mn] = ai(f
i
m;f
i
n) = R
T
snapA
i
fineRsnap
and
Sisnap = [(S
i
snap)mn] = si(f
i
m;f
i
n) = R
T
snapS
i
fineRsnap:
We note that Aifine and Sifine denote analogous fine-scale matrices that use fine-grid
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basis functions. Notice that each y k is represented on the fine grid. Therefore, each
y k can be represented by a vector Yk containing the coefficients in the expansion of
y k in the fine-grid basis functions. Then, we define
Roff =

Y1;Y2; : : : ;YMoff

;
which maps from the offline space to the fine space. Similar to (2.4), the GMsFEM
system (2.2) can be represented in matrix form as follows.
RToffMfineRoff~VH +R
T
offB
T
fineGH~PH = 0
GTHBfineRoff~VH = G
T
H
~Fh;
(2.13)
where GH is the restriction operator from QH into Qh, and ~VH and ~PH are vectors of
coefficients in the expansions of the solutions vH and pH in the spaces V H and QH ,
respectively. From (2.13), it is easy to see that implementing the mixed GMsFEM
requires the construction of the fine-grid matrices Mfine and Bfine as well as the offline
matrix Roff.
To contrast the performance of mixed GMsFEM and mixed MsFEM, we go
back to the example in Section 1 where mixed MsFEM fails to produce a reliable
approximation, see Figure 1.5. If the same fine problem is coarsened by mixed
GMsFEM, the velocity solutions are depicted in Figure 2.4. It is obvious that the
coarse velocity approximations by mixed GMsFEM are much better than mixed
MsFEM. In fact, the coarse velocity approximations by mixed GMsFEM look almost
identical to the reference fine grid solution for this example.
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(a) Reference sol’n (dim=29799) (b) Mixed MsFEM sol’n (dim=279)
(c) Mixed GMsFEM sol’n (dim=279) (d) Mixed GMsFEM sol’n (dim=639)
Figure 2.4: Fine and coarse scale solutions when k = kchannel.
2.3 Optimization viewpoint of the basis functions
In this section, we present an optimization viewpoint for the basis functions
obtained by the local spectral problem (2.8). Recall that, for each coarse neigh-
borhood wi, we will solve the spectral problem (2.8) to get a sequence of eigenpairs
(l ik;Z
i
k). We will show, by means of an optimization approach, that the eigenfunction
Zik is furthest away from the space spanned by the previous eigenvectors Zi1;    ;Zik 1.
Thus, whenever a new basis function is added, this basis function will represent an
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important component in the solution space.
Assume that k  1 basis functions, y 1;    ;y k 1, are selected for a specific
coarse neighborhood wi. Let W be the space spanned by these functions. To find an
additional basis function, we will find a function y k orthogonal to the space W and
furthest away from the space W . To be more specific, we let W? be the orthogonal
complement of W with respect to the inner product defined by the bilinear form
si(y ;f ); namely,
W? =
n
v 2V isnap j si(v;y ) = 0; 8y 2W
o
:
Then, the function y k is obtained by the following constrained optimization problem
y k = arg max
y2W?
si(y  w;y  w);
subject to ai(y ;y ) = 1;
for all w 2W . By orthogonality, the above problem can be formulated as
y k = arg max
y2W?
si(y ;y );
subject to ai(y ;y ) = 1:
It is well-known that the Euler-Lagrange equation for the above optimization problem
is
si(y k;y ) mai(y k;y ) = 0; 8y 2W?;
ai(y k;y k) = 1;
where m is the Lagrange multiplier. The above condition explains why we select the
eigenfunctions of the spectral problem (2.8) as basis functions.
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2.4 Postprocessing
In this section, we present a postprocessing technique to enhance the conserva-
tion property of the mixed GMsFEM solution. First, notice that the mixed GMsFEM
is conservative on the coarse-grid level. Specifically, the solution of (2.2) satisfiesZ
¶K
vH n =
Z
K
f (2.14)
for every coarse-grid block K. This is a direct consequence of the second equation of
(2.2) and the fact that QH contains functions that are constant in each coarse block.
When f has fine-scale oscillation in some coarse blocks, the velocity field needs to be
postprocessed in these coarse blocks. In porous media applications, there are only a
few coarse blocks where the sources and sinks are. In the following, we will construct
a postprocessed velocity v?h such that conservation on the fine grid is obtained, that
is, Z
¶t
(v?h n) =
Z
t
f ; 8t 2Th: (2.15)
In particular, for each coarse-grid block K, we find (v?h; p?h) 2 V h(K)Qh(K) such
that v?h n = vH n andZ
K
k 1v?h wh 
Z
K
p?h div(wh) = 0; 8wh 2V 0h(K)Z
K
div(v?h)qh =
Z
K
f qh; 8qh 2 Qh(K):
(2.16)
In the single-phase and two-phase flow and transport simulation experiments below,
we will apply this postprocessing technique to obtain conservative velocity fields
on the fine-grid level. We remark that this postprocessing is only needed in the
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coarse blocks where the source term f is non-constant. Therefore, computing the
postprocessed velocity v?h is very efficient.
2.5 Convergence of the mixed GMsFEM
In this section, we will prove the convergence of the mixed GMsFEM (2.2).
The analysis consists of two main steps. In the first step, we will construct a pro-
jection of the fine-grid velocity field vh to the snapshot space, and derive an error
estimate for such projection. In the second step, we will derive an estimate for the
difference between the projection of the fine-grid velocity and the GMsFEM solution.
Combining the above two steps, we obtain an estimate for the difference between
the fine-grid and the GMsFEM solution.
Recall that (vh; ph) 2 V hQh is the fine-grid solution obtained in (2.3). We
will define a projection bv 2 Vsnap as follows. Let K be a coarse-grid block and let
f = 1jKj
R
K f be the average value of f over K. Then, the restriction of bv on K is
obtained by solving the following problem
k 1bv+Ñbp= 0 in K;
div(bv) = f in K; (2.17)
subject to the following conditions
bv n = vh n; on ¶K and Z
K
bp= Z
K
ph: (2.18)
We remark that the above problem (2.17)-(2.18) is solved on the fine grid, and
therefore we have bv 2V h. By the construction, we also have bv 2V snap.
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Now, we introduce some notations for the following analysis. Let D be an open
set. For a scalar function q 2 L2(D), the L2 norm is kqk2L2(D) =
R
D q
2; and for a vector
field v, we define the weighted L2 norm kvk2k 1;D =
R
Dk 1jvj2. Moreover, the notation
H(div;D;k 1) denotes the Sobolev space containing vector fields v with
kvkH(div;D);k 1 < ¥;
where the norm kvk2H(div;D);k 1 := kvkk 1;D + kdiv(v)k2L2(D). If k = 1, we write
H(div;D) = H(div;D;k 1). Furthermore, a  b means that there is a uniform con-
stant C > 0 such that the two quantities a and b satisfy a Cb .
Next, we prove the following estimate for bv.
Lemma 2.5.1 Let (vh; ph) 2 V hQh be the fine-grid solution obtained in (2.3) and
bv 2V h\V snap be the solution of (2.17)-(2.18). We haveZ
W
k 1jvh bvj2  k 1min Neå
i=1
k f   fk2L2(Ki); (2.19)
where kmin is the minimum of k over W
Proof. Let K 2 TH be a given coarse-grid block. First, substracting (2.3) by
the variational form of (2.17), we haveZ
K
k 1(vh bv) wh Z
K
div(wh)(ph  bp) = 0; 8wh 2V 0h(K);Z
K
div(vh bv)qh = Z
K
( f   f )qh; 8qh 2 Qh(K);
(2.20)
where Qh(K) is the restriction of Qh on K and V 0h(K) is the restriction of V h on K
containing vector fields with zero normal component on ¶K. Taking wh = vh bv and
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qh = ph  bp in (2.20), and summing up the resulting equations, we haveZ
K
k 1(vh bv)  (vh bv) = Z
K
( f   f )(ph  bp): (2.21)
Recall that the Raviart-Thomas element satisfies the following inf-sup condition [12]:
kqhkL2(K)  sup
wh2V 0h(K)
R
K div(wh)qh
kwhkH(div;K)
; 8qh 2 Qh(K)\L20(K): (2.22)
Using the inf-sup condition (2.22) and the error equation (2.20), we have
kph  bpkL2(K)  k  12min;Kkvh bvkk 1;K;
where kmin;K is the minimum of k over the coarse element K. Finally, by (2.21), we
obtain
kvh bvkk 1;K  k  12min;Kk f   fkL2(K):
Collecting results for all coarse-grid blocks, we obtain the desired estimate (2.19).
To simplify the notations, we will consider the case with homogeneous Neumann
boundary condition in (2.1). In this case, the multiscale basis functions are obtained
only for interior coarse edges. We emphasize that the same analysis can be applied
to the non-homogeneous case. Let N0 be the number of interior coarse edges. For
each interior coarse edge Ei, we assume that there exists a basis function y iri 2V 0off,
1 r  li, such that
R
Eiy
i
ri mi 6= 0. We remark that this is a reasonable assumption
otherwise all basis functions are divergence free. As a key step in the proof of the
main result in Theorem 2.5.3, we first prove the following inf-sup condition.
Theorem 2.5.2 For all p 2 QH , we have
kpkL2(D) Cinfsup sup
w2V 0off
R
Wdiv(w)p
kwkH(div;W;k 1)
; (2.23)
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where Cinfsup =

max
1iN0
min
r
Z
wi
k 1y ir y ir+ 1
 1
2 and the minimum is taken over all
indices r with the property REiy ir mi 6= 0.
Proof. Let p 2 QH . We consider the following Neumann problem
Dz = p; in D;
¶z
¶n
= 0; on ¶D:
We assume that the solution z 2 H2(D) and we let h = Ñz . Then we will define
w 2 V 0off so that div(w) = p in D. Specifically, the function w is defined in the
following way
w =
N0
å
i=1
wiy iri; wi =
Z
Ei
h mi
and, in this proof only, we normalize the basis functions so that REiy iri mi = 1. Thus,Z
W
p2 =
Z
W
div(h )p=
N0
å
i=1
Z
Ei
(h mi)[p] =
N0
å
i=1
Z
Ei
wi(y iri mi)[p] =
Z
W
div(w)p; (2.24)
where [p] is the jump of p across the coarse edge.
To show (2.23), it remains to estimate kwkk 1;W. Notice that,
kwk2k 1;W =
Z
W
k 1w w 
N0
å
i=1
Z
wi
k 1w2i y iri y iri:
For each i, we have w2i  H
R
Ei(h mi)2. Thus,
kwk2k 1;W  H

max
1iN0
Z
wi
k 1y iri y iri

å
K2TH
Z
¶K
(h n)2:
Since the above inequality holds for any y ir such that
R
Eiy
i
r mi 6= 0, we have
kwk2k 1;W  H

max
1iN0
min
r
Z
wi
k 1y ir y ir

å
K2TH
Z
¶K
(h n)2; (2.25)
where the above minimum is taken over all indices r with the property REiy ir mi 6= 0.
Finally, we will estimate R¶K(h  n)2 for every coarse grid block K. By the
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Green’s identity, we have Z
¶K
(h n)z=
Z
K
Ñz Ñz˜+
Z
K
pz˜;
where z 2 H 12 (¶K) and z˜ 2 H1(K) is any extension of z in K. By Cauchy-Schwarz
inequality, Z
¶K
(h n)z=
Z
K
Ñz Ñz˜+
Z
K
pz˜


kÑzk2L2(K)+kpk2L2(K)
 1
2kz˜kH1(K)
CK

kÑzk2L2(K)+kpk2L2(K)
 1
2kzk
H
1
2 (¶K)
;
where the constant CK depends on K. Thus,Z
¶K
(h n)2 C2K

kÑzk2L2(K)+kpk2L2(K)

:
By a scaling argument, we obtain
H
Z
¶K
(h n)2  kÑzk2L2(K)+kpk2L2(K):
Summing the above over all coarse grid blocks K and using kÑzk2L2(K)  kpk2L2(K), we
have H å
K2TH
Z
¶K
(h  n)2  kpk2L2(K). Hence, we obtain the desired bound (2.23) by
using (2.24) and (2.25).

Now we state and prove the convergence theorem for the mixed GMsFEM for
Darcy’s flow (2.2).
Theorem 2.5.3 Let vh be the fine-grid solution obtained in (2.3) and vH be the mixed
GMsFEM solution obtained in (2.2). Then, the following estimate holdsZ
W
k 1jvh  vH j2 C2infsupL 1
N0
å
i=1
ai(bv;bv)+k 1min å
K2TH
k f   fk2L2(K); (2.26)
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where L= min
1iN0
l (i)li+1 and bv is the projection of vh defined in (2.17)-(2.18).
Proof. Subtracting (2.3) by (2.2), and using the fact that V 0off V 0h and QH 
Qh, we haveZ
W
k 1(vh  vH) wH 
Z
W
div(wH)(ph  pH) = 0; 8wH 2V 0off;Z
W
div(vh  vH)qH = 0; 8qH 2 QH :
(2.27)
By (2.20), for each coarse-grid block K, we haveZ
K
div(vh bv)qH = Z
K
( f   f )qH = 0; 8qH 2 QH
since qH is a constant function on K. Similarly, since div(wH) is a constant function
for any wH 2V 0off, by (2.18), we haveZ
W
div(wH)ph =
Z
W
div(wH)bp:
Thus, (2.27) can be written asZ
W
k 1(vh  vH) wH 
Z
W
div(wH)(bp  pH) = 0; 8wH 2V 0off;Z
W
div(bv  vH)qH = 0; 8qH 2 QH : (2.28)
Notice that bv 2V snap. We can therefore write bv as
bv = N0å
i=1
Ji
å
k=1
bviky ik: (2.29)
We then define bvoff 2V off by
bvoff = N0å
i=1
li
å
k=1
bviky ik; (2.30)
where we recall that li  Ji is the number of eigenfunctions selected for the coarse
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neighborhood wi. Notice that bvoff 2V 0off. We can further write (2.28) asZ
D
k 1(vh  vH) wH 
Z
D
div(wH)(bp  pH) = 0; 8wH 2V 0off;Z
D
div(bvoff  vH)qH = Z
D
div(bvoff bv)qH ; 8qH 2 QH : (2.31)
Taking wH =bvoff vH and qH = bp  pH in (2.31), and adding the resulting equations,
we obtain Z
W
k 1(vh  vH)  (bvoff  vH) = Z
W
div(bvoff bv)(bp  pH) (2.32)
By the inf-sup condition (2.23) and the error equation (2.31), we have
kbp  pHkL2(W) Cinfsupkvh  vHkk 1;W:
Moreover, by the definition of the spectral problem (2.9), we haveZ
W
 
div(bvoff bv)2  N0å
i=1
Z
wi
 
div(bvoff bv)2  N0å
i=1
si(bvoff bv;bvoff bv):
We can then derive from (2.32) the following
kvh  vHk2k 1;W  kbvoff  vhk2k 1;W+C2infsup N0å
i=1
si(bvoff bv;bvoff bv):
Using the triangle inequality kbvoff  vhkk 1;W  kbvoff bvkk 1;W+kbv  vhkk 1;W and
kbvoff bvk2k 1;W  N0å
i=1
kbvoff bvk2k 1;wi  N0å
i=1
si(bvoff bv;bvoff bv);
we obtain
kvh  vHk2k 1;W  kbv  vhk2k 1;W+C2infsup N0å
i=1
si(bvoff bv;bvoff bv): (2.33)
The first term on the right hand side of (2.33) can be estimated by Lemma 2.5.1.
For the second term on the right hand side of (2.33), by (2.29)-(2.30) and the fact
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that y ik’s are eigenfunctions of (2.8), we have
si(bvoff bv;bvoff bv) = Jiå
k=li+1
(l (i)k )
 1(bvik)2ai(y ik;y ik):
By the ordering of the eigenvalues (2.11) and orthogonality of eigenfunctions, we
obtain
si(bvoff bv;bvoff bv) (l (i)li+1) 1ai(bvoff bv;bvoff bv) (l (i)li+1) 1ai(bv;bv):
Combining the above results, we have
N0
å
i=1
si(bvoff bv;bvoff bv) N0å
i=1
(l (i)li+1)
 1ai(bv;bv):
This completes the proof.
We remark that in the error estimate (2.26), the first and second terms on the
right-hand-side represent the errors due to the spectral basis functions and the coarse
grid discretization, respectively.
2.6 Oversampling approach
One can use an oversampling approach to improve the accuracy of the method.
The main idea of the oversampling method is to use larger domains to compute
snapshots. Furthermore, performing POD in the snapshot space, we can achieve a
lower dimensional approximation space. Oversampling technique can be particularly
helpful for problems with scale separation. This is because by taking the restriction
of the local solutions in larger domains in the interior, we avoid the pollution effects
near the boundaries.
Let D be a conforming subset of W. By conforming subset, we mean that D is
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formed by the union of connected fine grid elements. For a given function y defined
on ¶D, let (HD(y);xD) 2 V h(D)Qh(D) be the solution of the weak form of the
following problem
k 1HD(y)+ÑxD = 0 in D;
div(HD(y)) = cD in D;
HD(y) n = y on ¶D;
(2.34)
where cD = jDj 1
R
¶Dy , V h(D) and Qh(D) are the restrictions of V h and Qh to D
respectively. We call HD(y) the k-harmonic extension of y in D.
Let Ei 2 EH be an interior coarse edge, and let w+i be a conforming subset of
D with Ei lying in the interior of w+i , see Figure 1.1 for an example of w+i . Let
Wi(¶w+i ) be the set of all piecewise constant functions defined on ¶w+i with respect
to the fine grid partition. Consider the following set of functions defined on Ein
Hw+i
(y j) mijEi ; y j 2Wi(¶w+i )
o
:
By performing a standard POD on the above space, and selecting the first l+i domi-
nant modes y i;ovsj , we obtain the following space
V ovs(Ei) = span
n
y i;ovsj ; 1 j  l+i
o
;
where the basis functions y i;ovsj are obtained by solving (2.5) with the boundary
condition (2.6) replaced by y i;ovsj mi = y i;ovsj on Ei. We call this local oversam-
pling space. The oversampling space Vovs is obtained by the linear span of all local
oversampling spaces. To obtain a numerical solution, we solve (2.2) with V H =V ovs.
Next, we discuss the outline of the convergence analysis for the oversampling
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approach. For any vh 2V h and for every Ei 2 EH , we define mEi as
mEi =Hw+i (vh nj¶w+i ) mijEi;
which is the normal component on Ei of the k-harmonic extension of vh  n in the
oversampled region w+i . Using mEi , we can then define ev 2V snap by
ev = Neå
i=1
mEif
i
0;
where f i0 2V isnap satisfies f i0 mi = 1 on Ei. Next, we have
kbv evk2k 1;W = Neå
i=1
k(bv mi)f i0 mEif i0k2k 1;wi

Ne
å
i=1
Hk(bv mi) mEik2L2(Ei)  Hd ;
(2.35)
where we assumed that Hk(bv mi)  mEik2L2(Ei)  Hd and bv mi is the normal trace
of bv on Ei. If the forcing is constant within the union of w+i and wi, then d = 0.
Otherwise, this value depends on the smoothness of k and f . For homogenization
problems, one can show that d is small.
Next, we choose an appropriate interpolant evovs and compare it with ev. Note
that, we can write
evovs = Neå
i=1
l+i
å
j=1
cijy
i;ovs
j
for some constants cij. Therefore,
kev evovsk2k 1;W =  Neå
i=1

mEif
i
0 
l+i
å
j=1
cijy
i;ovs
j
2
k 1;W

Ne
å
i=1
H
mEi  l+iå
j=1
cijy
i;ovs
j mi
2
L2(Ei)
:
(2.36)
Denote by FE , the restriction of the snapshots on the edge E. We would like to find a
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reduced dimensional representation of FE such that kFE YEr Crk is small, where YEr
is the reduced-dimensional representation (the matrix of the size NeNr), where Nr
is the reduced dimension and Cr is the matrix of the size NrN¶w+i , where N¶w+i is
the number of fine-grid edges on ¶w+i . This is achieved by POD as described above
and we have kFE  YEr CrkE  1=l+l+i +1. From here, one can show that given values
of the velocity z on the boundary of ¶w+i , we have kFEz YEr Crzk2  (1=l+l+i +1)kzk2.
Combining these estimates, we have
kev evovsk2k 1;W  Neå
i=1
1
l+
l+i +1
Hkvhk2L2(¶w+i ) 
1
L+
Ne
å
i=1
Hkvhk2L2(¶w+i ) (2.37)
where L+ =minfl+
l+i +1
g.
One can consider an alternative approach where the snapshot space is obtained
by performing POD as described above. More precisely, we use V ovs as the snapshot
space that can have a lower dimension compared to the original snapshot space
that corresponds to non-oversampling case. As a next step, we perform a spectral
decomposition following the non-oversampling case by considering HK(y i;ovsj ) as a
snapshot space. We denote this snapshot space by V Rovs, where R stands for reduced
dimension. The main advantage of this approach is that a lower dimensional snapshot
space is used in the spectral decomposition and this snapshot space allows achieving
a low dimensional structure when the problem has a scale separation. The latter
may not hold if we apply non-oversampling procedure. To obtain the convergence
analysis, we show that for every vh 2 V h, there exists mREif i0 2 V Rovs in the snapshot
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space, such that
kmEi mREik2L2(Ei)  1=l
+
l+i +1
; (2.38)
where 1=l+
l+i +1
is the lowest eigenvalue that the corresponding eigenvector is not in-
cluded in the snapshot space. This follows from standard POD result which provides
an estimate for kYE  FEr CrkF  1=l+l+i +1. Under this condition and using the fact
that kAzk2  kAkFkzk2, we obtain (2.38). Using this reduced snapshot space, we
can repeat our previous argument in Section 2.5 and obtain the convergence rate.
We remark here that the oversampling approach discussed in this section does not
result in a non-conforming method and the velocity solution remain mass conserva-
tive on the fine grid. We note also that the decay of the inverse of the eigenvalues
in the oversampling case is faster than the non-oversampling case. Hence, from our
analysis, we expect the errors decay faster as well. To illustrate this, we compare
the decay in two media: a channelized high contrast permeability and a periodic
permeability (they are k1 and kper in Section 2.7, respectively). We plot log(1=li)
in the case of oversampling and non-oversampling, see Figure 2.5. Note that the
eigenvalue problems in the two cases are different, but we normalize them for the
ease of comparison. We observe that decay in the oversampling case is faster than
the non-oversampling case after the second eigenvalue.
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(a) k = kper (b) k = k1
Figure 2.5: Decay of log(1=li) for oversampling and non-oversampling.
2.7 Numerical results
In this section, we will present some numerical results to show the performance
of the mixed GMsFEM (2.2) for approximating the flow problem (2.1). In all simula-
tions reported below, the computational domain W= (0;1)2. The coarse grid TH and
the fine grid Th are NN and nn uniform meshes, respectively. A fixed fine-grid
size with n= 200 is employed. Moreover, we will consider three different permeability
fields k , as depicted in Figure 2.6. These permeability fields have the same resolution
(a) k1 (b) k2 (c) k3 in log10 scale
Figure 2.6: Three permeability fields in the numerical experiments.
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as the fine-grid size. We will present the performance of the mixed GMsFEM for
three types of applications; namely, we present single-phase flow problems, single-
phase flow and transport problems, and two-phase flow and transport problems. To
facilitate the presentation, we let (v f ; p f );(vs; ps) and (vo; po) be the fine-grid solu-
tion, snapshot solution, and the GMsFEM solution respectively, where the snapshot
solution is the solution of the discrete system (2.2) with all basis functions in the
snapshot space are selected. Notice that the snapshot solution contains only the
coarse-grid discretization error and the GMsFEM solution contains both coarse-grid
and spectral errors, see Theorem 2.5.3. Furthermore, we define the following error
quantities for the velocity field
Eo f (v) := kvo  v f kk 1;W=kv f kk 1;W; Eos(v) := vo  vskk 1;W=kvskk 1;W;
which we term the total error and the spectral error, respectively. For pressure, we
define the corresponding error quantities by
Eo f (p) := kpo  p f kL2(W)=kp f kL2(W); Eos(p) := kpo  pskL2(W)=kpskL2(W):
These error quantities are used to measure the performance of the mixed GMsFEM
in the examples below.
2.7.1 Single-phase flow
We consider single-phase flow in this section. For the simulations, we will use
two different coarse-mesh sizes with N = 10 and N = 20, called case 1 and case 2,
respectively. The numerical results for the permeability fields k1 and k2, as well as
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the use of the above two spectral problems (2.9) and (2.10) are shown in Tables 2.1 –
2.4. In these tables, the term “dof per E” means the number of basis functions used
for that coarse edge E. We remark that, for spectral problem 2, the first eigenfunction
is always taken as the field with constant normal component on Ei. In Tables 2.1
– 2.2, the convergence behaviors of the method for the permeability field k1 are
shown for cases 1 and 2, respectively. Notice that, cases 1 and 2 decompose each
coarse-grid block as 20x20 and 10x10 grids, respectively. Therefore, for each coarse
edge, there are 20 and 10 basis functions for cases 1 and 2 respectively. From these
tables, we see clearly the convergence of the method when basis functions are added
to the offline space. In addition, we see that the spectral errors Eos(v) and Eos(p)
converge to machine precision. On the other hand, the total errors Eo f (v) and Eo f (p)
converge to a fixed error when the number of basis functions are increased. This fixed
error corresponds to the coarse grid discretization error and cannot be improved by
introducing more spectral basis functions. Nevertheless, the coarse-grid error can
be reduced by using a smaller coarse mesh size. This is confirmed numerically in
Tables 2.1 – 2.2. In particular, when N = 10, the level of the coarse-grid error in
velocity is about 2%; and when N = 20, the level of the coarse-grid error in velocity is
reduced to about 0:5%. We also observe a similar situation for pressure. Regarding
the results for the permeability field k2, the results in Tables 2.3 – 2.4 give a similar
conclusion.
In Figure 2.7, we show the reciprocals of the eigenvalues for case 1 for the per-
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Table 2.1: Convergence of the offline solution, k = k1, n= 200 and N = 10
Spectral problem 1 Spectral problem 2
dof per E Eo f (v) Eo f (p) Eos(v) Eos(p) Eo f (v) Eo f (p) Eos(v) Eos(p)
1 0.1331 0.0903 0.1329 0.0196 0.1523 0.1018 0.1525 0.0519
3 0.0569 0.0896 0.0535 0.0031 0.0840 0.0902 0.0823 0.0133
5 0.0308 0.0898 0.0229 5.78e-04 0.0391 0.0898 0.0334 0.0031
7 0.0236 0.0898 0.0112 1.39e-04 0.0278 0.0898 0.0186 0.0010
9 0.0210 0.0898 0.0026 7.18e-06 0.0234 0.0898 0.0108 1.20e-04
11 0.0208 0.0898 9.53e-13 4.87e-15 0.0208 0.0898 3.92e-13 4.94e-15
20 0.0208 0.0898 3.92e-13 6.18e-15 0.0208 0.0898 3.96e-13 5.08e-15
Table 2.2: Convergence of the offline solution, k = k1, n= 200 and N = 20
Spectral problem 1 Spectral problem 2
dof per E Eo f (v) Eo f (p) Eos(v) Eos(p) Eo f (v) Eo f (p) Eos(v) Eos(p)
1 0.1788 0.0601 0.1792 0.0373 0.1551 0.0677 0.1554 0.0483
2 0.0460 0.0486 0.0459 0.0023 0.0861 0.0507 0.0861 0.0155
3 0.0251 0.0486 0.0246 6.68e-04 0.0493 0.0488 0.0491 0.0055
4 0.0115 0.0486 0.0102 1.15e-04 0.0233 0.0486 0.0227 0.0016
5 0.0054 0.0486 3.47e-12 1.10e-14 0.0054 0.0486 4.29e-12 9.53e-15
10 0.0054 0.0486 1.56e-12 1.29e-14 0.0054 0.0486 4.82e-13 9.61e-15
Table 2.3: Convergence of the offline solution, k = k2, n= 200 and N = 10
Spectral problem 1 Spectral problem 2
dof per E Eo f (v) Eo f (p) Eos(v) Eos(p) Eo f (v) Eo f (p) Eos(v) Eos(p)
1 0.1404 0.0905 0.1403 0.0219 0.1482 0.0966 0.1482 0.0404
3 0.0561 0.0894 0.0526 0.0030 0.0778 0.0900 0.0757 0.0121
5 0.0266 0.0896 0.0168 3.04e-04 0.0393 0.0897 0.0337 0.0047
7 0.0232 0.0896 0.0105 1.20e-04 0.0277 0.0896 0.0185 0.0017
9 0.0209 0.0896 0.0022 5.35e-06 0.0239 0.0896 0.0119 1.50e-04
11 0.0208 0.0896 8.35e-13 8.19e-15 0.0208 0.0896 2.46e-11 7.48e-15
20 0.0208 0.0896 4.98e-13 9.31e-15 0.0208 0.0896 5.00e-13 8.29e-15
meability field k1 and for a particular coarse-grid block. We also show the eigenvalue
behavior for both spectral problems. From these figures, we see that the eigenvalues
have a very sharp decay for the first 10 eigenvalues; and this behavior corresponds to
the rapid decay in the solution errors shown in Table 2.1 and Table 2.3. Starting at
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Table 2.4: Convergence of the offline solution, k = k2, n= 200 and N = 20
Spectral problem 1 Spectral problem 2
dof per E Eo f (v) Eo f (p) Eos(v) Eos(p) Eo f (v) Eo f (p) Eos(v) Eos(p)
1 0.1880 0.0616 0.1884 0.0405 0.1487 0.0636 0.1490 0.0428
2 0.0427 0.0481 0.0425 0.0020 0.0833 0.0522 0.0833 0.0211
3 0.0210 0.0481 0.0203 4.48e-04 0.0528 0.0490 0.0527 0.0099
4 0.0107 0.0481 0.0092 9.35e-05 0.0272 0.0482 0.0267 0.0027
5 0.0054 0.0481 6.57e-11 1.12e-14 0.0054 0.0481 1.45e-11 5.72e-15
10 0.0054 0.0481 4.21e-12 7.39e-15 0.0054 0.0481 8.20e-12 7.56e-14
the 11th eigenvalue, there is no decay any more. This situation signifies that we do
not need any additional basis function. In particular, the first 11 eigenfunctions are
enough to achieve a machine precision spectral error, as confirmed in Tables 2.1 and
2.3. We observe a very good correlation (0.99) between the error and the eigenvalue
behavior.
(a) Spectral problem 1 (b) Spectral problem 2
Figure 2.7: Inverse of eigenvalue (1=l ) behavior for the two spectral problems.
In order to see the performance of the postprocessing technique discussed in
Section 2.4, we repeat the experiments corresponding to Table 2.1 and compute the
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postprocessed velocity, denoted as vp. We define Ep f (v) = kvp v f kk 1;W=kv f kk 1;W.
The numerical results are shown in Table 2.5. From these results, we clearly see
that the postprocessed velocity is much more accurate than the velocity without
postprocessing.
Table 2.5: Comparison of velocity and postprocessed velocity, k = k1, n = 200 and
N = 10
Spectral problem 1 Spectral problem 2
dof per E Eo f (v) Ep f (v) Eo f (v) Ep f (v)
1 0.1331 0.1327 0.1523 0.1525
3 0.0569 0.0536 0.0840 0.0823
5 0.0308 0.0232 0.0391 0.0338
7 0.0236 0.0118 0.0278 0.0190
9 0.0210 0.0046 0.0234 0.0114
11 0.0208 0.0037 0.0208 0.0037
20 0.0208 0.0037 0.0208 0.0037
We remark that one can also consider using the curl of the velocity in con-
structing the offline space. We have studied an offline space construction that uses
ai(y ;f ) =
Z
wi
curl(k 1y )curl(k 1f ); si(y ;f ) =
Z
wi
k 1y f : (2.39)
Table 2.6 shows the convergence of the numerical solution obtained by using this
spectral problem. As observed, the numerical results are not as good as those shown
earlier for velocity error and for small number of basis functions.
2.7.2 Oversampling technique
Our first numerical example uses periodic coefficients. Our main objective is to
show that oversampling technique can identify the first-order corrector part of the
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Table 2.6: Convergence of the offline solution using the curl-based spectral problem,
k = k1, n= 200 and N = 10
dof per E Eo f (v) Eo f (p) Eos(v) Eos(p)
1 0.1523 0.1018 0.1525 0.0519
3 0.1062 0.0994 0.1052 0.0447
5 0.0996 0.0964 0.0984 0.0373
7 0.0620 0.0902 0.0590 0.0108
9 0.0367 0.0898 0.0305 0.0024
11 0.0312 0.0898 0.0235 0.0013
20 0.0208 0.0898 3.90e-13 5.54e-15
solution and avoid boundary effects. We consider the coefficient
kper(x1;x2) =
8>><>>:
1+G(x1;x2)P2i=1(0:4 jxi 0:5j); if (x1;x2) 2 [0:1;0:9]2;
1; otherwise;
where
G(x1;x2) =
2+1:8sin(2px1=e)
2+1:8sin(2px2=e)
+
2+1:8sin(2px1=e)
2+1:8cos(2px2=e)
:
We consider 4 cases. Case 1. Use oversampling technique to construct the snapshot
space. When constructing the snapshot space, we select the eigenvectors correspond-
ing to the first l+i eigenvalues on each coarse edge and use these eigenvectors as our
offline space. Case 2. Use oversampling technique to construct the snapshot space.
When constructing the snapshot space, we select the eigenvectors corresponding to
the first 3 eigenvalues on each coarse edge and perform spectral problem 1 (see Sec-
tion 2.2.2) on this snapshot space and select the eigenvectors corresponding to first
li eigenvalues as our offline space. Case 3. Construct the snapshot space without
oversampling technique. In this case, we perform spectral problem 1 and select the
eigenvectors corresponding to first li eigenvalues as our offline space. Case 4. Con-
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struct the snapshot space without oversampling technique. In this case, we perform
spectral problem 2 and select the eigenvectors corresponding to first li eigenvalues as
our offline space. Our numerical results presented in Table 2.7 show that oversam-
pling technique does give a better performance compared without oversampling, in
general. Besides, we can obtain a much smaller snapshot space using oversampling
technique while the accuracy of the solution is similar (see cases 2 and 3).
Table 2.7: Comparison of the 4 cases (relative velocity error w.r.t. fine scale solution),
k = kper, n= 200, N = 10
dof per E Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4
1 0.0882 0.0985 0.0987 0.0856
2 0.0241 0.0192 0.0206 0.0305
3 0.0189 0.0189 0.0204 0.0302
Next, we consider the high contrast permeability field k1 and compare to the
previous results, see Table 2.8. Again, we see that the error is reduced if we apply
oversampling technique and the oversampling allows obtaining a small dimensional
snapshot space.
Table 2.8: Comparison of the 4 cases (relative velocity error w.r.t. fine scale solution),
k = k1, n= 200, N = 10
dof per E Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4
1 0.1336 0.1332 0.1331 0.1523
2 0.0400 0.0920 0.0916 0.1201
3 0.0234 0.0234 0.0569 0.0840
The computational cost of the oversampling technique can be reduced signifi-
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cantly if one uses randomized boundary conditions to generate the snapshot space.
The main idea of this approach is to use random boundary conditions and solve for
local snapshot solutions. More precisely, if we want to construct k multiscale basis
for velocity on the coarse edge Ei, then we can impose k+M random boundary con-
ditions on ¶w+i , where M is some fixed but small integer. Then we follow the same
procedure as discussed in Section 2.6. The analysis of this approach can be found
in [15]. For example, in the setting of case 1 in Tables 2.7 and 2.8, the dimension of
boundary conditions on each ¶w+i is 120. We conduct the same set of experiments
(case 1) with some random boundary conditions and report the results in Tables 2.9
and 2.10. Note that in Tables 2.9 and 2.10, k is the number of dof per E.
Table 2.9: Use of randomized boundary conditions in oversampling technique (rela-
tive velocity error w.r.t. fine scale solution), k = kper, n= 200, N = 10
k
# of random BC
k+2 k+4 k+6 120 (Case 1)
1 0.0895 0.0881 0.0875 0.0882
2 0.0282 0.0250 0.0259 0.0241
3 0.0206 0.0202 0.0200 0.0189
Table 2.10: Use of randomized boundary conditions in oversampling technique (rel-
ative velocity error w.r.t. fine scale solution), k = k1, n= 200, N = 10
k
# of random BC
k+2 k+4 k+6 120 (Case 1)
1 0.1872 0.1893 0.1876 0.1331
2 0.0761 0.0559 0.0500 0.0400
3 0.0319 0.0283 0.0273 0.0234
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We can see that, in general, using a snapshot space from randomized boundary
conditions leads to slightly larger errors. However, the computational cost is reduced
substantially (in this example the cost is even less than the approach without over-
sampling). We remark here that we also tried to use randomized boundary conditions
for the approach without oversampling, but we do not see good convergence.
2.7.3 Single-phase flow and transport
We will now consider simulating single-phase flow and transport problems by
the mixed GMsFEM with spectral problem 1. Specifically, we consider flow with
zero Neumann boundary condition
 kÑp= v; in W;
divv = f ; in W;
v n = 0; on ¶W:
In addition, the saturation equation is given by
St + v ÑS= r;
where S is the saturation and r is the source. The above flow equation is solved by
the mixed GMsFEM, and the saturation equation is solved on the fine grid by the
finite volume method. Let Sni be the value of S on the fine element ti at time tn,
where tn = t0+nDt, t0 is the initial time and Dt is the time step size chosen according
to CFL condition. Then, Sni satisfies
jtijS
n+1
i  Sni
Dt
+
Z
¶ti
Sˆn(v n) = rijtij; (2.40)
where ri is the average value of r on ti and Sˆn is the upwind flux.
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In our simulations, we will take f to be zero except for the top-left and bottom-
right fine-grid elements, where f takes the values of 1 and 1, respectively. Moreover,
we set the initial value of S to be zero. For the source r, we also take it as zero except
for the top-left fine element where r = 1.
In Figures 2.8 – 2.11, the saturation plots, shown from left to right, refer to the
simulations at different times, namely; t = 1000;3000, and 5000. The saturation plots
in Figure 2.8 are obtained by using the fine-scale velocity v f in (2.40). We denote
these saturations S f . Similarly, the saturation plots in Figures 2.9 – 2.11 are obtained
by using the multiscale velocity vo in (2.40). We denote these saturations So. When
selecting the multiscale basis functions, we use the first spectral problem (2.9). In
order to see the effect of using a different number of multiscale basis functions on
each coarse edge, we repeat the simulation with different settings. In the figures, the
relative L2 error refers to the relative L2 error of the saturation. We compute this as
Relative error=
kSo S f kL2(W)
kS f kL2(W)
:
In addition, we use a 1010 coarse grid for all simulations.
From Figure 2.9, we see that if only one multiscale basis functions are used on
each coarse edge, the relative L2 error of the saturation is about 4% to 9%. Note
that, in this case, the dimension of the velocity space V 0off is only about 0:5% of that
of the fine scale velocity space V 0h. This shows that the mixed generalized multiscale
finite element space has a very good approximation property. We can further reduce
the relative error of saturation by using more basis functions per coarse edge. In
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Figs. 2.10 and 2.11, we present the relative errors for saturation when 3 and 5 basis
functions are used per edge respectively. We see that the errors are reduced to
approximately 2%. In these cases, the dimensions of the velocity space V 0off are
increased slightly to 1% and 1:4% of the fine scale velocity space V 0h, respectively.
(a) t = 1000 (b) t = 3000 (c) t = 5000
Figure 2.8: Saturation solution obtained by using v f in (2.40)
(a) Rel. L2 err. = 9.0% (b) Rel. L2 err. = 6.4% (c) Rel. L2 err. = 4.4%
Figure 2.9: Saturation solution obtained by using vo (1010 coarse grid, 1 basis per
coarse edge) in (2.40)
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(a) Rel. L2 err. = 2.0% (b) Rel. L2 err. = 1.3% (c) Rel. L2 err. = 0.8%
Figure 2.10: Saturation solution obtained by using vo (10 10 coarse grid, 3 basis
per coarse edge) in (2.40)
(a) Rel. L2 err. = 2.0% (b) Rel. L2 err. = 0.8% (c) Rel. L2 err. = 0.5%
Figure 2.11: Saturation solution obtained by using vo (10 10 coarse grid, 5 basis
per coarse edge) in (2.40)
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2.7.4 Two-phase flow and transport
Finally, we present our simulation results for two-phase flow and transport
problems. Consider the flow problem with zero Neumann boundary condition
 h(S)kÑp= v; in W
divv = f ; in W
v n = 0; on ¶W;
where
h(S) =
krw(S)
mw
+
kro(S)
mo
and
krw(S) = S2; kro(S) = (1 S)2; mw = 1; mo = 5:
The saturation equation is given by
St + v ÑF(S) = r;
where
F(S) =
krw(S)=mw
krw(S)=mw+kro(S)=mo
:
Adopting the same notations as in the single-phase flow case, we use the following
discretization for saturation
jtijS
n+1
i  Sni
Dt
+
Z
¶ti
F(Sˆn)(v n) = gijtij: (2.41)
The source terms f and r are the same as in the single-phase case. For the construc-
tion of the offline space, we also use the spectral problem 1.
In Figures 2.12 – 2.15, the saturation plots, shown from left to right, refer to
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(a) t = 1000 (b) t = 3000 (c) t = 5000
Figure 2.12: Saturation solution obtained by using v f in (2.41)
the simulations at different times; namely, t = 1000;3000, and 5000. The saturation
plots in Figure 2.12 are obtained by using the fine-scale velocity v f in (2.41). We
denote these saturations S f . Similarly, the saturation plots in Figures 2.13 – 2.15 are
obtained by using the multiscale velocity vo in (2.41). Overall speaking, we observe
error reductions from using 1 basis functions per edge to 5 basis functions per edge.
In particular, for t = 1000, the relative error reduces from 9:3% to 2:6% when using
5 basis functions per edge, and for t = 5000, the relative error reduces from 5:5% to
1:3% when using 5 basis functions per edge.
In our last numerical example, we show the performance of our method when
applying to a more realistic permeability field. We pick the top layer of the SPE10
permeability field (see Figure 2.6(c)) in the following set of experiments. The model is
again the water and oil two-phase flow equations presented above. The permeability
field is originally 220 by 60, and we project it into a fine grid of resolution 220 by 220.
Then, the coarse grid is set to be 11 by 11, which means the local grid is 10 by 10 in
each coarse block. The saturation plots are depicted in Figures 2.16 – 2.19. In this
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(a) Rel. L2 err. = 9.3% (b) Rel. L2 err. = 5.9% (c) Rel. L2 err. = 5.5%
Figure 2.13: Saturation solution obtained by using vo (10 10 coarse grid, 1 basis
per coarse edge) in (2.41)
(a) Rel. L2 err. = 2.8% (b) Rel. L2 err. = 1.6% (c) Rel. L2 err. = 1.6%
Figure 2.14: Saturation solution obtained by using vo (10 10 coarse grid, 3 basis
per coarse edge) in (2.41)
(a) Rel. L2 err. = 2.6% (b) Rel. L2 err. = 1.4% (c) Rel. L2 err. = 1.3%
Figure 2.15: Saturation solution obtained by using vo (10 10 coarse grid, 5 basis
per coarse edge) in (2.41)
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example, we observe that, at first glance, the multiscale saturation solution looks
similar to the fine solution if we use one multiscale basis function per edge. However,
if we take a closer look, we notice some missing features in the water front. When
we use four or six basis functions per coarse edge, these features can be recovered
correctly. This shows the importance of these additional multiscale basis functions.
More quantitatively, we observe more error reductions from using 1 basis functions
per edge to 5 basis functions per edge compared with the previous examples. In
particular, for t = 1000, the relative error reduces from 18:8% to 3:6% when using
5 basis functions per edge. Likewise, for t = 5000, the relative error reduces from
20:7% to 5:3% when using 5 basis functions per edge.
(a) t = 1000 (b) t = 3000 (c) t = 5000
Figure 2.16: Saturation solution obtained by using v f in (2.41)
We have seen that mixed GMsFEM can provide accurate approximation for
the saturation in the multiphase flow simulation. In fact, at the end of the day, what
petroleum engineers care are some curves such as the water cut at producers. In our
two-phase flow example, the water cut produced by different methods are depicted in
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(a) Rel. L2 err. = 18.8% (b) Rel. L2 err. = 25.4% (c) Rel. L2 err. = 20.7%
Figure 2.17: Saturation solution obtained by using vo (11 11 coarse grid, 1 basis
per coarse edge) in (2.41)
(a) Rel. L2 err. = 5.2% (b) Rel. L2 err. = 10.2% (c) Rel. L2 err. = 7.6%
Figure 2.18: Saturation solution obtained by using vo (11 11 coarse grid, 3 basis
per coarse edge) in (2.41)
(a) Rel. L2 err. = 3.6% (b) Rel. L2 err. = 4.5% (c) Rel. L2 err. = 5.3%
Figure 2.19: Saturation solution obtained by using vo (11 11 coarse grid, 5 basis
per coarse edge) in (2.41)
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Figure 2.20: Water cut at producer for the two-phase flow example.
Figure 2.20. We observe that the water cut produced by mixed MsFEM is far from
the reference solution. On the other hand, mixed GMsFEM produces very accurate
approximation even with only 1 basis function per coarse edge, in which case the
dimension of the coarse space is same as the mixed MsFEM.
Because the construction of the coarse space in mixed GMsFEM requires to
solve many local boundary value problems and spectral problems, solving one pres-
sure equation (2.1) using mixed GMsFEM on a coarse grid may be slower than simply
solving the fine grid problem. However, in our targeting applications like reservoir
simulations, the pressure equation needs to be solved many times. Since the coarse
space constructed by mixed GMsFEM is very accurate, it can be reused throughout
the simulation. Indeed, the saturation plots and the water cut in this section are
generated without updating the coarse spaces. Consequently, the coarse multiscale
space needs to be computed only once in the beginning of the simlution. Due to the
cumulative saving in the solving time of the pressure equation, the total simulation
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Table 2.11: Two-phase flow example timing using different methods.
V H construction time Total simulation time
Fine scale reference - 1123s
Mixed MsFEM 0.49s 510s
Mixed GMsFEM (li=1) 1.05s 520s
Mixed GMsFEM (li=3) 1.17s 667s
time by applying mixed GMsFEM will be shorter than the full fine grid simulation.
In Table 2.11, we list the actual simulation time for the two-phase flow example
using different methods. We can see that the overhead due to the construction of
the coarse multiscale function spaces is very tiny compared with the total simula-
tion time. Because of the saving in solving the pressure equation, all the coarse
scale simulations are about two time faster than the fine scale simulation (note that
we only solve the pressure equation on a coarse grid, the transport equation is still
solved on a fine grid). In summary, Figure 2.20 and Table 2.11 show that mixed
GMsFEM produces more reliable solution than mixed MsFEM, while the simulation
time of mixed GMsFEM is similar to mixed MsFEM (but both are much faster than
fine grid simulation). Hence, mixed GMsFEM is a very attractive alternative for
reservoir simulations.
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3 MIXED GMSFEM FOR PLANAR LINEAR ELASTICITY
The main objective of multiscale modeling for composite materials is to predict
the macroscopic behavior of some composites composed of materials with different
material properties. In particular, the stress distribution experienced by the material
is oftentimes of interest. In this section, we will focus on the mixed formulation of
the planar elasticity systems, where the stress tensor is one of the unknown. Mixed
formulation are attractive because it is robust for nearly incompressible materials
and the solution conserves energy when modeling elastic waves.
Previously, some multiscale methods for the linear elasticity equations were
studied [13, 23]. These methods were developed for the H 1-elliptic displacement
formulation of the elasticity equations. It is well-known that when modeling nearly
incompressible material, the numerical error of the solution in the displacement for-
mulation can be significantly large (the so-called locking effect) [8]. Mixed methods
are good alternatives as they are robust against locking. Another advantage of mixed
methods is the direct computation of the stress tensor, which is usually the physical
quantity of interest in industrial applications. One common type of mixed meth-
ods for elasticity equations is to introduce pressure as the Lagrange multiplier [12].
Our mixed method is, however, not of this type. Instead, we consider the Hellinger
Reissner principle in which the primary unknowns involve both the stress tensor and
the displacement. Because of the symmetry requirement for the stress tensor, it
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has been a difficult task to construct conforming mixed methods for the Hellinger
Reissner formulation [39, 42].
In our mixed generalized multiscale finite element method, we build a conform-
ing multiscale coarse space with strong-symmetry enforcement for the stress on a
coarse grid. The coarse space for the displacement is chosen to be a piecewise poly-
nomial space such that some inf-sup condition is satisfied. Following the framework
of GMsFEM, we first construct the snapshot space for the stress tensor. Since we aim
at conforming methods, we need to make sure the normal component of the stress
tensor is continuous. To this end, we solve local pure traction problems with cer-
tain suitable compatibility conditions. The snapshot space is then further reduced
by some local spectral problems. The resulting offline space consists of an edge-
based space and a vertex-based space. The method is tested on various numerical
examples, our experiments show robust convergence of the method against different
combination of materials.
3.1 Model problem
Let W be a polygonal open subset of R2. Consider the linear elasticity system
in the mixed form
As = e(u) in W;
divs = f in W;
u = 0 on ¶W:
(3.1)
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Here, A is a heterogeneous forth order tensor coefficient, s is a symmetric tensor,
and e(u) = 1
2
(Ñu+ÑuT ). Let E be the Young’s modulus, and n be the Poisson’s
ratio, then the Lamé constants l and m are defined to be
l =
nE
(1+n)(1 2n) ; m =
E(x)
2(1+n)
:
When the material under consideration is nearly incompressible, the Poisson’s ratio
approaches 0.5, and the first Lamé constant l ! ¥. In this paper, we assume
isotropic materials. In this case, if we write the stress tensor as a column vector
s = (s11;s22;s12;s21)T , then the coefficient A is defined to be
A=
0BBBBBBBBBB@
l +2m l 0 0
l l +2m 0 0
0 0 2m 0
0 0 0 2m
1CCCCCCCCCCA
 1
:
Hence, we have
A11 = A22 =
l +2m
4m(l +m)
;
A33 = A44 =
1
2m
:
(3.2)
We define some bilinear forms that we will use throughout this paper. For a domain
D,
(u;v)D =
Z
D
uv dx;
(s ;t)A;D =
Z
D
As : t dx;
(s ;t)A;div;D = (s ;t)A;D+(divs ;divt)D:
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Their respective norms are defined to be
kukD = (u;u)1=2D ; kskA;D = (s ;s)1=2A;D; kskA;div;D = (s ;s)1=2A;div;D:
We will drop the subscript D when D = W. For an object G of codimension 1, we
define the bilinear form
< u;v>G=
Z
G
uv ds:
The weak formulation of problem (3.1) is to find (s ;u) 2 H(div;W;S)L2(W) such
that
(As ;t)+(divt ;u) = 0 8 t 2 H(div;W;S);
(divs ;v) = ( f ;v) 8 v 2 L2(W):
(3.3)
Our aim is to construct finite dimensional conforming subspaces of H(div;W;S) and
L2(W) on a coarse grid. We will simply take the coarse space for the displacement u
to be piecewise polynomials on the coarse grid (without any continuity requirement).
For the approximation of stress tensor s , we will construct two sets of multiscale
basis functions, one is edge-based, the other one is vertex-based.
3.2 Construction of the approximation space
Let TH =
SNt
i=1fKig be a conforming quasi-uniform partition of W into rectan-
gles, where H denotes the diameter of a general element in the partition and Nt is the
number of elements. We refer to this partition as the coarse grid and assume that
each coarse-grid block Ki is partitioned into a connected union of fine-grid blocks.
The fine grid partition will be denoted by Th, which by definition is a refinement of
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Kl K jEi
wei
wvj
Vj
Figure 3.1: Examples of an edge-based coarse neighborhood wei = K j[Kl [Ei associ-
ated with the coarse edge Ei and a vertex-based coarse neighborhood wvj associated
with the coarse vertex Vj.
TH . We use EH :=
SNe
i=1fEig (where Ne is the number of coarse edges) to denote the
set of all edges of the coarse mesh TH . We define the coarse-edge neighborhood wei
corresponding to the coarse edge Ei as
wei = interior of
[
K j 2TH ; Ei 2 ¶K j
	
:
We also define the coarse-vertex neighborhood wvi corresponding to the coarse vertex
Vi as
wvi = interior of
[
K j 2TH ; Vi 2 ¶K j
	
:
See Figure 3.1 for examples of coarse neighborhoods, where the coarse-grid edges
are denoted by solid lines and the fine-grid edges are denoted by dash lines. We
discretize (3.1) by some convergent mixed finite element method on the fine grid Th
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[39]. The fine problem is to find (sh;uh) 2 ShU h such that
(Ash;th)+(divh th;uh) = 0 8th 2 Sh
(divhsh;vh) = ( f ;vh) 8vh 2U h
(3.4)
We assume the fine scale pair (Sh;U h) satisfies some inf-sup condition.
The main goal of this paper is to construct coarse spaces SH and UH , which
are low-dimensional subspaces of Sh and U h, respectively. In order to ensure the
coarse problem is well-defined, the coarse spaces need to satisfy some inf-sup stability
condition. Since in mixed methods, one often is interested in approximating the
stress tensor, our main focus will be on the enrichment of SH so that it possesses
good approximation property. Once the generalized multiscale finite element space
SH and UH are constructed, the mixed generalized multiscale finite element methods
for (3.1) can be stated as follows: find (sH ;uH) 2 SHUH such that
(AsH ;tH)+(divh tH ;uH) = 0 8 tH 2 SH
(divhsH ;vH) = ( f ;vH) 8 vH 2UH
(3.5)
Following the general framework suggested by GMsFEM, we will construct a multi-
scale finite element space SH for the approximation of the stress tensor. The dimen-
sion of SH is flexible and can be chosen by the user. In our construction, SH is the
union of a edge-based space SVoff and a vertex-based space SVoff, i.e.
SH = SEoff[SVoff
We will describe the detailed construction of SEoff and SVof in the following section.
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3.2.1 Edge-based basis functions for the stress tensor
In this section, we will construct edge-based H(div;W;S) conforming basis func-
tions for the stress tensor from some local problems. Consider the coarse neighbor-
hood wi associated with a coarse edge Ei. Notice that Ei can be written as a union of
fine-grid edges, namely, Ei = [SEis=1es, where SEi is the total number of fine-grid edges
on Ei and es denote a fine grid edge. Let dEis be a piecewise constant function defined
on Ei with respect to the fine-grid such that it has value 1=jesj on es and value 0 on
the other fine-grid edges; that is,
dEis =
8>><>>:
1; on es,
0; on Eines,
s= 1;2;    ;SEi :
We are going to solve some local pure traction problems. It is well-known that certain
compatibility conditions need to be satisfied so that a pure traction problem has a
solution. The compatibility conditions will involve the space of rigid motion
RM = span
8>><>>:
0BB@1
0
1CCA ;
0BB@0
1
1CCA ;
0BB@ x2
 x1
1CCA
9>>=>>;
We will discuss the case when Ei is an interior coarse edge, the case when Ei is a
boundary edge can be treat similarly (in fact, the construction in the latter case
is even simpler since there is only one coarse block sharing Ei). If Ei is located in
the interior of W, then there exist coarse blocks Kl and K j such that Ei = Kl \K j.
On wei = Kl [K j[Ei, we will obtain a set of local snapshot basis functions ffEis g by
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solving the local pure traction problems
AfEi
s
= e(jEis ) in Kl;K j
divfEi
s
= f Eis in Kl;K j
fEi
s
n = 0 on ¶wei
fEi
s
mi = bEis on Ei:
(3.6)
Here, n is the unit outward normal of wi, and mi is a unit outward normal of Kl (a
unit inward normal of K j). If Ei is a vertical edge, then bEis = (dEis ;0)T . On the other
hand, if Ei is a horizontal edge, then bEis = (0;dEis )T . The right hand side function
f Eis is defined piecewisely on the coarse blocks Kl and K j. More precisely, we take
the restriction of f Eis to Kl to be a function in RM (i.e. f Eis jKl 2 RM), such that
( f Eis jKl ;v)Kl+< fEis nl;v >¶Kl= 0 8 v 2 RM (3.7)
where nl is the unit outward normal of Kl. It is obvious that compatibility condition
(3.7) uniquely defines f Eis jKl 2 RM. Notice that fEis nl on ¶Kl is given, so f
Ei
s jKl can
be computed before we solve (3.6). We can define the restriction of f Eis to K j in a
similar manner. With the compatibility condition (3.7), the solution fEi
s
of (3.6) is
uniquely determined, c.f. [9, lemma 2.3].
Remark 3.2.1 In fact, [9, lemma 2.3] states that the solution jEis of (3.6) is uniquely
determined up to a function in the space of rigid motion RM. But since
e(v) = 0 8 v 2 RM;
we can conclude that fEi
s
is unique.
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Let
SEisnap = span
n
fEi
s
: s= 1;2;    ;SEi
o
:
We will construct a low-dimensional subspace of SEisnap. For this purpose, we define
the bilinear forms
ci(s ;t) =< A11 s mi;t mi >Ei;
where A11 is defined in (3.2) We then solve the eigenvalue problem: find (yEii ;l
Ei
i ) 2
SEisnapR such that
ci(yEii ;f
Ei) = lEii (yEii ;f
Ei)A;div;wei 8fEi 2 S
Eisnap: (3.8)
We order the eigenvalue in ascending order
lEi1  lEi2     lEiSEi : (3.9)
Then we collect the eigenfunctions corresponding to the smallest LEi eigenvalues
which span our local offline space, i.e.
SEioff = span
n
yEii : i = 1;2;    ;L
Ei
o
:
In general, LEi << SEi . Lastly, the offline space of all edge-based multiscale basis
functions for the stress tensor is defined to be the direct sum of all the local offline
spaces
SEoff =
M
Ei2EH
SEioff:
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3.2.2 Vertex-based basis functions for the stress tensor
Consider a coarse vertex Vi and the coarse-vertex neighborhood wvi . There may
exist 2, 3, or 4 coarse vertices Vk (depending on the location of Vi) such that Vk’s are
connected to Vi by coarse edges Ek’s. Let
XVi =
[
EknfVkg

:
Suppose xs;s= 1;2;    ;SVi are fine-grid nodes on XVi , where SVi is the total number
of fine-grid nodes on XVi . We define hVis to be a piecewise linear (on each fine-grid
edge) function on XVi such that
hVis =
8>><>>:
1; at xs,
0; at other nodes on XVi;
s= 1;2;    ;SVi :
We will discuss the case when Vi is an interior coarse vertex, the treatment for
boundary coarse vertices should be a straight forward modification to the treatment
for interior vertices. Now suppose Vi is an interior coarse vertex. We then solve the
local boundary value problems
AfVi
s
= e(jVis ) in all Kl  wvi
divfVi
s
= f Vis in all Kl  wvi
fVi
s
n = 0 on ¶wvi
fVi
s
m = bVis on XVi
(3.10)
Here, n is the unit outward normal to ¶wvi and m is a fixed unit normal from one
coarse block to another. If xs is located at a vertical coarse edge, then bVis = (0;hVis )T .
On the other hand, if xs is located at a horizontal coarse edge, then bVis = (hVis ;0)T .
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Lastly, if xs is located at Vi, then bVis = (hVis ;hVis )T . Similar to the edge-based case,
f Vis is defined piecewisely on each Kl  wvi such that it satisfies the compatibility
condition (3.7), which guarantees the existence and uniqueness of fVi
s
. Let
SVisnap = span
n
fVi
s
: s= 1;2;    ;SVi
o
:
Again, we will reduce the dimension of this local space. We define
di(s ;t) =< A33 s m;t m >XVi ;
where A33 is defined in (3.2). We solve the eigenvalue problem: find (yVii ;l
Vi
i ) 2
SVisnapR such that
di(yVii ;f
Vi) = lVii (yVii ;f
Vi)A;div;wvi 8fVi 2 S
Visnap: (3.11)
We order the eigenvalue in ascending order
lVi1  lVi2     lViSVi : (3.12)
Then we collect the eigenfunctions corresponding to the smallest LVi eigenvalues
which span our local offline space, i.e.
SVioff = span
n
yVii : i = 1;2;    ;L
Vi
o
:
The vertex-based space is
SVoff =
M
Vi
SVioff:
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3.2.3 Coarse space for displacement
In order to ensure inf-sup stability of the saddle point problem (3.5), the coarse
space UH for the displacement u is taken such that
divSH =UH :
Since by construction, the divergence of all the basis functions in SH are in the space
of rigid motion RM, the obvious choice for UH is
UH =

vH 2U h : vH jK j 2 RM; 8 K j 2TH
	
:
3.3 Stability and convergence
Some error estimate will be derived for the stress tensor in this section. We
begin by defining several projections, which can help analyzing the errors due to
the snapshot and offline spaces. Then an inf-sup condition for the coarse space pair
(SH ;UH) will be discussed. Lastly, we will show that the error of the coarse stress
solution is bounded by some projection errors.
3.3.1 Snapshot projection
Recall that sh and uh are the solutions to the fine problem (3.4). Let PUH :
L2(W)!UH be the usual L2 projection from L2(W) to the coarse space UH . That
is, for any f 2 L2(W), we have PUH f 2UH and
(PUH f ;vH) = ( f ;vH) 8 vH 2UH : (3.13)
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For the fine solution sh 2 Sh, define its snapshot projection bsh 2 Sh to be a function
such that for K j 2TH ,
Absh = e(buh) in K j;
divh bsh =PUH f in K j;
bsh n j = sh n j on ¶K j;
(buh uh;v)K j = 0 8 v 2 RM:
(3.14)
Note that
( f ;v)K j+< sh n j;v >¶K j= 0 8 v 2 RM:
This and (3.13) imply
(PUH f ;v)K j+< bsh n j;v >¶K j= 0 8 v 2 RM:
So the local pure traction problem (3.14) is well defined and admits a unique solution
bsh. In fact, the above snapshot projection can be defined for any fine grid function
(we call it snapshot projection because the range of the projection is in the snapshot
space). The following proposition shows that the error between the fine grid stress
solution and its snapshot projection is bounded by the L2 projection error induced
when projecting the source term f onto the coarse displacement space UH .
Proposition 3.3.1 Let sh 2 Sh be the fine grid stress solution and bsh be its snapshot
projection defined in (3.14), then
kbsh shkA;K j C(A)k f  PUH f kK j (3.15)
where the constant C(A) depends on the coefficient A but not on H.
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Proof. Subtracting (3.4) from the weak form of (3.14), we have
(Absh Ash;th)K j = (divh th;uh buh)K j 8th 2 Sh;0(K j);
(divh bsh divhsh;vh)K j = (PUH f   f ;vh)K j 8vh 2U h(K j): (3.16)
Here, Sh;0(K j) is the restriction of Sh only to the interior of K j, and U h(K j) is the
restriction of U h to K j. Since bsh  n j = sh  n j on ¶K j, bsh sh belongs to Sh;0(K j).
Thus, we can take th = bsh sh and vh = buh uh in (3.16), then we get
(Absh Ash; bsh sh)K j = ( f  PUH f ;buh uh)K j : (3.17)
Because of the condition (buh uh;v)K j = 0; 8 v 2 RM, the inf-sup stability condition
for the pair

Sh;0(K j);U h(K j)

can be applied. So we have
kuh buhkK j C sup
th2Sh;0(K j)
(divh th;uh buh)K j
kthkH(div;K j)
C(A) sup
th2Sh;0(K j)
(Absh Ash;th)K j
kthkA;K j
C(A)kbsh shkA;K j :
(3.18)
Hence, from (3.17) and (3.18), we deduce that the error bound for the snapshot
projection.
3.3.2 The projection PSH
Next, we will define another projection PSH which projects the snapshot solution
bsh onto SH . To this end, we need some notations. On a coarse edge Ei with unit
normal ni, we let bsn;1h and bsn;2h be the first and second components of the normal
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component of bsh, i.e.
bsh ni =
0BB@bsn;1hbsn;2h
1CCA
Furthermore, since TH is a rectangular grid, we can split edges into horizontal edges
E horH and vertical edges E verH . Let bs eh be defined piecewisely such that in each K j 2TH ,
Abs eh = e(bueh) in K j;
div bs eh = bf e in K j;
bs eh n j =
0BB@bsn;1h
0
1CCA on ¶K j\E verH ;
bs eh n j =
0BB@ 0bsn;2h
1CCA on ¶K j\E horH ;
where bf ejK j is a function in RM such that the following compatibility condition is
satisfied
(bf e;v)K j+< bs eh n j;v >¶K j= 0 8 v 2 RM:
Similarly, let bs vh be defined piecewisely such that in each K j 2TH ,
Abs vh = e(buvh) in K j;
div bs vh = bf v in K j;
bs vh n j =
0BB@ 0bsn;2h
1CCA on ¶K j\E verH ;
bs vh n j =
0BB@bsn;1h
0
1CCA on ¶K j\E horH ;
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where bf vjK j is a function in RM such that the following compatibility condition is
satisfied
(bf v;v)K j+< bs vh n j;v >¶K j= 0 8 v 2 RM:
Notice that 8 v 2 RM,
(bf e+ bf v;v)K j = < bs eh n j+ bs vh n j;v >¶K j
= < bsh n j;v >¶K j
= (PUH f ;v)K j :
Since bf e, bf v and PUH f are functions in UH , we actually havebf e+ bf v =PUH f
Hence, by the principal of superposition and the uniqueness of solution to the local
pure traction problems, we can see that
bsh = bs eh+ bs vh
We observe that bs eh 2LEi SEisnap and bs vh 2LVi SVisnap. So we will approximate bs eh by
the edge-based space SEoff, and approximate bs vh by the vertex-based space SVoff. Since
the local snapshot spaces SEisnap are mutually disjoint, we can write bs eh = åi bs e;ih with
each bs e;ih 2 SEisnap. Thus, each bs e;ih can be written as a linear combination of the local
eigenvectors in (3.8). That is,
bs e;ih = SEiå
i=1
a iiyEii
Then, we define a local projection IEiH : SEisnap ! SEioff such that
IEiH (bs e;ih ) = LEiå
i=1
a iiyEii :
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Because yEii are eigenvectors of (3.8), and the corresponding eigenvalues l
Ei
i are
order as in (3.9), we deduce thatbs e;ih   IEiH (bs e;ih )2A;div;wei  1lEi
LEi+1
ci(bs e;ih ; bs e;ih ) = 1lEi
LEi+1
ci(bs eh; bs eh):
Let PS;EH (bs eh) = åi IEiH (bs e;ih ). It is obvious that PS;EH (bs eh) 2 SEoff. Moreover,bs eh PS;EH (bs eh)2A;div  1LEåi ci(bs eh; bs eh); (3.19)
where LE =minEi
 
lEi
LEi+1

.
The treatment for bs vh is slightly different. This is due to the fact that the
pairwise intersection of the local snapshot spaces SVisnap may not be empty. Hence,
we need a partition of unity for the decomposition of bs vh. Let fcig  C(W) be a
partition of unity for the domain W such that
supp(ci) wvi and å
i
ci  1:
Then we can write bs vh = åi  bs vhci with each bs vhci being supported in wvi . How-
ever, bs vhci may not belong to SVisnap since its divergence may not be in the space
of rigid motion RM. To overcome this problem, we first define a L2 projection
ph :
 
L2(W)
22 ! Sh such that for s 2  L2(W)22,
(phs ;th) = (s ;th) 8 tu 2 Sh:
Then, ph(bs vhci) 2 Sh is a fine grid function, so we can define \ph(bs vhci) in the same
way as we define bsh from sh, see (3.14). Then \ph(bs vhci) 2 SVisnap and
å
i
\ph(bs vhci) = \ph(bs vh) = bs vh:
Now, by making use of spectral problem (3.11), we can define local projections from
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each SVisnap to the corresponding SVioff. The rest of the steps are similar to the treatment
of bs eh, so we omit the detail here. In short, we can define PS;VH (bs vh) 2 SVoff such thatbs vh PS;VH (bs vh)2A;div  1LV åi di(bs vh; bs vh): (3.20)
where LV =minVi
 
lVi
LVi+1

. Lastly, the interpolant PSH(bsh) 2 SH is defined to be
PSH(bsh) =PS;EH (bs eh)+PS;VH (bs vh): (3.21)
The following projection error bound follows immediately from (3.19), (3.20), and
(3.21).
Proposition 3.3.2 Let bsh be the snapshot projection of the fine grid stress solution
sh, then bsh PSH(bsh)2A;div  1LEåEi ci(bs eh; bs eh)+ 1LV åVi di(bs vh; bs vh): (3.22)
3.3.3 Inf-sup stability
Before we move on with the error analysis, we will discuss an inf-sup stabil-
ity condition for the coarse space pair. Such a condition is indispensable to the
convergence of the algorithm. We assume the following conditions hold:
A1. On each coarse edge Ei, there exits yEi1 ;y
Ei
2
2 SEioff such that the matrix0BB@ < yEi1 mi;mi >Ei < yEi2 mi;mi >Ei
< yEi
1
mi;(x2; x1)T >Ei < yEi2 mi;(x2; x1)T >Ei
1CCA
is invertible.
A2. For each coarse vertex Vi, let ri be the number of coarse vertices adjacent to
Vi (depending on location, ri can be 2, 3 or 4). Let the coarse edges having Vi
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as one of the end points be E1; :::;Eri . Then there exist yVi1 ; :::;y
Vi
ri
2 SVioff such
that the matrix0BBBBBB@
< yVi
1
m1;m?1 >E1    < yViri m1;m
?
1 >E1
... . . . ...
< yVi
1
mri;m?ri >Eri    < yViri mri;m
?
ri >Eri
1CCCCCCA
is invertible.
With assumptions A1 and A2, we can show the following inf-sup stability con-
dition.
Theorem 3.3.3 There exists a constant C such that for any uH 2UH ,
kuHk C sup
tH2SH
(divh tH ;uH)
ktHkdiv;A
: (3.23)
Proof. Let uH be an arbitrary element in UH . By the inf-sup condition of the
fine scale discretization, we know that there is a th 2 Sh such that
kuHk C f (divh th;uH)kthkH(div)
; (3.24)
where the constant C f is independent of uH . Now we will construct an interpolation
JH : Sh ! SH such that 
divh(JHth  th);uH

= 0 8 uH 2UH : (3.25)
Notice that for each uH 2UH , uH jK j 2 RM, so e(uH jK j) = 0. Thus,
(divh th;uH)K j =< th n;uH >¶K j  
 
th;e(uH)

K j
=< th n;uH >¶K j :
Therefore, condition (3.25) is equivalent to
< (JHth  th) n;uH >¶Ei= 0 8 Ei 2 EH ;8 uH 2UH : (3.26)
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To define JH , we first decompose the snapshot projection bth = bteh+btvh. Note
that since we consider only rectangular grids, uH can be written as
uH = u1mi+u2m?i +u3(x2; x1)T :
locally in a coarse element. For each coarse edge Ei, < bteh mi;m?i >= 0. The same
condition holds true also for all basis functions in SEioff. Moreover, because of the
assumption A1, there exist coefficients a i1;a i2 such that
< a i1y
Ei
1
mi+a i2yEi2 mi;mi >Ei =< bteh mi;mi >Ei ;
< a i1y
Ei
1
mi+a i2yEi2 mi;(x2; x1)
T >Ei =< bteh mi;(x2; x1)T >Ei :
Hence, by setting
J eHbteh = å
Ei2EH
(a i1y
Ei
1
+a i2y
Ei
2
);
we get
< (J eHbteh bteh) n;uH >Ei= 0 8 Ei 2 EH ;8 uH 2UH :
For bteh, we consider partition of unity ci associated with each coarse vertex Vi.
For each coarse vertex Vi, by the assumption A2, we can find coefficients b i1; :::;b iri
such that
< (b i1y
Vi
1
+   +b iriyViri ) mi;m
?
i >E j=< (btvhci) mi;m?i >E j 8 E j  XVi:
Note that for any vertex-based basis function yVii , we have
< yVii mi;u1mi+u2m
?
i +u3(x2; x1)T >Ei= K < yVii mi;m
?
i >Ei
where the constant K = u2+u3x2 or K = u2 u3x1 depending on whether Ei is vertical
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or horizontal. The same condition also holds for btvhci. Thus, it follows that
< (b i1y
Vi
1
+   +b iriyViri ) mi;uH >E j=< (btvhci) mi;uH >E j 8 E j 2 EH ;8 uH 2UH :
Hence, by setting
J vHbtvh =å
Vi
(b i1y
Vi
1
+   +b iriyViri );
we get
< (J vHbtvh btvh) n;uH >Ei= 0 8 Ei 2 EH ;8 uH 2UH :
Lastly, we define JH =J eH +J vH , then JH satisfies the desired property
(3.25). Now (3.23) follows from (3.24) and (3.25), with the constant C being C =
C f kJHk.
3.3.4 Error estimate
Next, we will estimate the error of the coarse stress solution sH .
Theorem 3.3.4 Let sH and sH be the solutions of (3.4) and (3.5), respectively. Then
ksh sHk2A C(A)

k f  PUH f k2+
1
LEåEi
ci(bs eh; bs eh)+ 1LV åVi di(bs vh; bs vh)

(3.27)
where bs vh and bs vh are projectors defined in Section 3.3.2.
Proof. Since the coarse spaces are subspaces of the respective fine spaces, i.e.
SH  Sh and UH U h, we can take functions in the coarse spaces as test functions
in the fine problem (3.4). Subtracting (3.5) from (3.4), we get
(Ash AsH ;tH) = (divh tH ;uH uh) 8tH 2 SH ;
(divhsh divhsH ;vH) = 0 8vH 2UH :
(3.28)
Notice that locally in each coarse block K j, vH 2UH is in the space of rigid motion
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RM. Hence, from (3.16) and (3.13), we deduce that
(divh bsh divhsh;vH) = (PUH f   f ;vH) = 0 8 vH 2UH : (3.29)
Moreover, by construction, locally in each coarse block K j, divh tH is also in the space
of rigid motion RM. Thus, by the definition of PUH (3.13), we have
(divh tH ;uh PUHuh) = 0 8 tH 2 SH : (3.30)
Now, (3.28), (3.29) and (3.30) imply
(Ash AsH ;tH) = (divh tH ;uH PUHuh) 8tH 2 SH ;
(divh bsh divhsH ;vH) = 0 8vH 2UH : (3.31)
By taking tH =PSH bsh sH and vH = uH PUHuh in (3.31), we get
(Ash AsH ;PSH bsh sH) = (divhPSH bsh divh bsh;uH PUHuh):
Thus,
ksh sHk2A  ksh PSH bshkAksh sHkA+kdivh (PSH bsh  bsh)kkuH PUHuhk:
(3.32)
By the inf-sup condition (3.23) and the first equation of (3.31), we get
kuH PUHuhk Cksh sHkA: (3.33)
Finally, (3.27) follows from (3.15), (3.22), (3.32) and (3.33).
3.4 Numerical results
We will perform a series of experiments, and the setting of the experiment is as
follows. We take W=(0;1)2, and the first Lamé constant l (x) as a piecewise-constant
function with heterogeneity pattern as shown in Figure 2.6(a). In all the experiment,
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the value of m is always 1 in W. The value of l (x) will be different in each set of
experiments, but the pattern of heterogeneity will be kept the same. The parameters
LEi and LV j are uniform for all coarse edges Ei and coarse vertex Vj, so we will drop
the subscript i and j. If we use LE multiscale basis functions on each coarse edge,
then we use LV = LE +1 multiscale basis functions in each coarse neighborhood. We
increase LE (and LV will increase accordingly) and see the convergence of the method.
3.4.1 Snapshot error
In the first set of experiments, we want to illustrate the snapshot error ksh 
bshkA (3.15), which is irreducible even when LEi and LVi are large. We take f = f 1 = 
sin(10x);cos(10y)
T , so k f 1 PUH f 1k 6= 0. Moreover, we take the coarse and fine
grids to be a uniform 16 16 and 160 160 rectangular grid respectively. So the
local fine grid in one coarse element is 1010. The first Lamé constant is taken to
be l (x) = 103 in the red region, and l (x) = 1 in the blue region (see Figure 2.6).
We increase the dimension of the coarse space SH by increasing LEi and LVi , then we
plot the relative weighted L2 errors of the coarse stress solution sH with respect to
the fine solution sh in Figure 3.2. In the same plot, we draw a red horizontal line to
indicate the relative weighted L2 errors of the snapshot solution bsh with respect to
the fine solution sh. We can see that at first the relative error of the coarse solution
decreases rapidly as the dimension of the coarse space is increased, then the error
stagnates around the snapshot error 0.035566. Figure 3.2 clearly shows the existence
of the snapshot error and the fact that it cannot be reduced by increasing LEi and
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Figure 3.2: Error plot of the mixed GMsFEM approximation of the stress tensor
relative to fine scale solution
LVi .
3.4.2 Convergence against local enrichment
In the second set of experiments, we want to examine the convergence of the
mixed GMsFEM with respect to the local enrichment (i.e., increment of LEi and LVi).
From the first set of experiment, we know that snapshot error exists and cannot be
reduced by increasing LEi and LVi . In order to demonstrate other factors which
affect the coarse solution error ksh sHkA, we will set f = f 2 = (1; 1) from now
on. Note that k f 2 PUH f 2k = 0, so the snapshot error ksh  bshkA is also zero in
this case. Indeed, the snapshot error is of order 10 8 in our numerical experiments.
Hence, from our analysis, the weighted L2 error of the coarse solution depends solely
on local enrichment. We take the coarse and fine grids to be a uniform 10 10
and 100100 rectangular grid, respectively. Thus, the local fine grid in one coarse
element is again 10 10. The dimension of the fine problem is 50401. We take
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l (x) to be the same as in Section 3.4.1. The weighted L2 error of the stress tensor
and the L2 error of the displacement are reported in Table 3.1. We observe rapid
Table 3.1: Experiment set 2.
dim(SH UH) Rel. L2 err. for s Rel. L2 err. for u
762 0.146198 0.114323
1103 0.076343 0.112576
1444 0.049298 0.112389
1785 0.039348 0.112366
2126 0.029098 0.112356
2467 0.016426 0.112352
2808 0.013899 0.112351
3149 0.011773 0.112351
3490 0.009851 0.112351
3831 0.008899 0.112351
convergence in the relative weighted L2 error of sH . In particular, when the coarse
problem dimension is 1103 (approximately only 1/50 of the fine problem dimension),
the relative error is already 7:6%. Figure 3.3 shows a comparison plot of the fine and
coarse stress solutions. On the other hand, the relative L2 error of uH almost does
not decrease at all, this is expected as we did not enrich the coarse space UH .
3.4.3 Nearly incompressible material
In the third set of experiments, we want to investigate the performance of the
mixed GMsFEM when the medium a mixture of material with a moderate Poisson’s
ratio and nearly incompressible material. We take l (x) = 109 in the red region,
and k(x) = 1 in the blue region. In this case, the red region represents a nearly
incompressible material (Poisson’s ratio n close to 0.5). The weighted L2 errors of
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Figure 3.3: Top: s11, middle: s22, bottom: s12, left: fine solution (dim=50401),
middle: coarse solution (dim=762), right: coarse solution (dim=1103).
the stress tensor and the L2 error of the displacement are recorded in Table 3.2.
We see that the mixed GMsFEM is robust even when the medium has a very high
contrast in the Poisson’s ratio. In the last set of experiments, l (x) = 109 in the
red region, and l (x) = 106 in the blue region. So both red and blue regions are
nearly incompressible materials, but the Poisson’s ratio in red region is closer to 0.5.
The weighted L2 errors of the stress tensor and the L2 error of the displacement are
recorded in Table 3.3. Again, we observe robust performance of the mixed GMsFEM
in this case.
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Table 3.2: Experiment set 3, high Poisson’s ratio only in red region.
dim(SH UH) Rel. L2 err. for s Rel. L2 err. for u
762 0.146322 0.114340
1103 0.076518 0.112587
1444 0.049423 0.112398
1785 0.039442 0.112376
2126 0.029167 0.112365
2467 0.016472 0.112361
2808 0.013938 0.112361
3149 0.011806 0.112361
3490 0.009878 0.112361
3831 0.008924 0.112361
Table 3.3: Experiment set 4, high Poisson’s ratio in both regions.
dim(SH UH) Rel. L2 err. for s Rel. L2 err. for u
1103 0.009956 0.085874
1785 0.003292 0.085712
2467 0.001977 0.085699
3149 0.000923 0.085698
3831 0.000185 0.085698
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4 MULTILEVEL COARSE SPACE CONSTRUCTION BY rAMGE
This section builds upon previous results on numerical upscaling coming from
the multiscale finite element approach (cf., [37]) and element based algebraic multi-
grid approach (AMGe) (cf. [67]). The major difference between the method in this
section and the mixed GMsFEM is that, we are going to enrich both the pressure
space and velocity space at the same time. Moreover, we will see that the rAMGe
framework allows the algorithm to be applied recursively, which results in a multi-
level method. The algorithm that we are going to discuss in this section is one of the
methods described in [52]. The other method in [52] has a more local construction
and therefore more suitable for parallelism. In fact, a slight modification of mixed
GMsFEM and the method that we are going to describe in detail can also lead to
a local construction for both coarse pressure and velocity spaces. But since parallel
implementation is not the main focus of this dissertation, we are not going to discuss
too much in that direction.
We build upon developments in the areas exploiting the spectral choice of the
degrees of freedom (cf. e.g., [10, 17, 18, 56, 40, 41, 36, 11]), originally proposed
for symmetric positive definite (s.p.d.) problems coming from H1-conforming finite
element discretizations of second order elliptic equations. More recently, building
coarse spaces via spectral problems has also been an active research topic in the
domain decomposition (DD) community (cf. e.g., [34, 65, 64, 54]), see also, [71, 72].
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While in the DD area, the main goal is to design DD solvers that are robust with
respect to coefficient variations for broad classes of PDEs, our goal is to construct
coarse spaces with guaranteed approximation properties so that they can be used as
discretization (upscaling) tool. This is motivated and explained in more details in
the survey [68] which deals with the use of appropriate AMG-based coarse spaces as
accurate discretization spaces (i.e., as an upscaling tool).
The proposed method is another generalization of mixed multiscale finite el-
ement method [20, 2] because our coarse spaces already contain the coarse spaces
in those methods. More specifically, if one pressure basis is picked per agglomerate
and one velocity basis is picked per coarse face, the same coarse spaces of the mixed
multiscale finite element method are obtained. This additional flexibility in the se-
lection of the number of coarse degrees of freedom allows to fine tune the trade-off
between accuracy and computational cost. In addition, as explained in Section 2,
high-cost setup can be justified if these spaces are used multiple times. This is the
case for our target applications (reservoir simulation, uncertainty quantification) that
require solving coarse discretization problems of the type considered in this section
many times, while the setup is performed only once and can be viewed as off-line
cost.
The specific objective of the present section is to extend the spectral method,
originally designed for s.p.d. problems, to mixed finite element discretizations of
second order elliptic equations, which is an important advancement of the exist-
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ing numerical upscaling techniques since it is mass-conservative, a desired feature in
practical applications such as in porous media flow simulations. The spectral method
allows us to discretize and solve the problem at different scales of spatial resolution:
by imposing a stronger tolerance when solving the local eigenproblems, we select
additional coarse degrees of freedom (dofs) thus improving the approximation prop-
erties of the resulting coarse spaces. This feature is an essential component of the
methodology developed in [58] (see also earlier results in [62], [57]) to coarsen the en-
tire de Rham fine-grid finite element complex of L2-conforming, H(div)-conforming,
H(curl)-conforming, and H1-conforming spaces with approximation properties. More
specifically, the spectral method allows improving the approximation properties of
the resulting coarse de Rham complex and to have coarse spaces at different scales
of resolution.
In this section, we focus on the part of the complex that involves the H(div) and
L2–conforming spaces needed for upscaling the mixed finite element discretization of
second order elliptic problems of our interest. We note that in some earlier works
[24, 16], multiscale velocity spaces are constructed and piecewise constant pressure
basis functions are used in a two-level setting.
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4.1 The mixed finite element problem
We again consider Darcy’s flow described by a first-order system of differential
equations posed on a given polygonal (or polyhedral) domain W Rd (d = 2 or 3),
k 1v+Ñp = 0 in W;
divv = f in W;
p = gD on GD;
v n = gN on GN :
(4.1)
The notations are same as in Section 2. However, more generic boundary conditions
are considered here. The boundary of W is split into two given complementary pieces,
GD and GN and we denote with n the unit normal vector to GN pointing outside W.
If GD is empty, as it is well-known, the pressure p is determined up to a (additive)
constant (provided RW f dx = R¶W=GN gN ds ). For simplicity, we will use the same
notations for discrete and continuous variables, if it will cause no confusion.
We define the following bilinear forms, for a given domain D and boundary G,
(p;q)D =
R
D p qdx; < m;h >G=
R
G m h ds ;
aD(v;w) = (k 1v;w)D; bD(v;q) = (divv;q)D:
We will drop the subscripts in (:; :)D, aD and bD when D=W. Similarly, the subscript
in < :; : >G will be dropped when G = GD. The weak formulation of (4.1) is to look
for (v; p) 2 H(div;W)L2(W) such that v n = gN on GN , and
a(v;w)+b(w; p) =< gD;w n > 8w 2 HD(div;W);
b(v;v) =(  f ;v) 8v 2 L2(W):
(4.2)
Here, HD(div;W) = f v 2 H(div;W) j v  n = 0 on GD g. (4.2) is discretized by the
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Raviart-Thomas elements for the velocity, v, and piecewise discontinuous polyno-
mials for the pressure, p. Let the fine scale approximation space for velocity and
pressure be V h = spanfwh;ig and Qh = spanfqh; jg respectively. As a result, we get
the global matricesW , M, and BT , which correspond to the respective bilinear forms
(qh;i;qh; j), a(wh;i;wh; j), and b(wh;i;qh; j). The resulting discrete system takes the fol-
lowing saddle-point form 2664M BT
B 0
3775
2664v
p
3775=
2664 gD
  f
3775 ; (4.3)
where gD and f come from the Dirichlet boundary conditions and the source term,
respectively. We will also need (later on) the traces of the velocity space V h on any
interface F (union of fine-grid element faces f ). We denote this space as V h(F).
Since, we consider V h(F) in the discrete case only, we view it as a subspace of L2(F).
A natural computational basis of the trace space V h(F) is spanned by the fine-grid
basis functions (restricted to F), fwh;i n

Fg, with degrees of freedom associated with
each fine-grid face f that forms F .
To formulate a corresponding coarse matrix problem, we construct a prolonga-
tion matrix. In terms of coarse-to-fine mapping, the prolongation matrix admits the
block diagonal form
P=
2664Pv 0
0 Pp
3775 : (4.4)
Here, Pv :V H !V h and Pp : QH ! Qh are the prolongation matrices for the velocity
space and the pressure space, respectively. Here and in what follows, the subscripts h
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and H denote entities definited on the fine and coarse grid, respectively. The detailed
construction of the two matrices will be discussed in Section 4.2.
Once P is constructed, the coarse upscaled problem is obtained variationally
from the fine-grid one using the standard “RAP” procedure, namely, if Ah is the fine-
grid saddle-point matrix in (4.3), the coarse saddle–point matrix AH equals PTAhP.
In practice, the construction of the coarse operator is performed locally on each ag-
glomerate using “RAP” with the local basis of the coarse spaces. The global coarse
operator is then assembled from the local coarse matrices using the mapping from
agglomerated elements to coarse degrees of freedom. The special AMGe, agglomer-
ated element-by-agglomerated element, construction of the coarse basis and coarse
element matrices allows to generate a multilevel hierarchy of nested coarse spaces by
applying recursion to further upscale the current coarse level problem. The ability
to apply recursion is one of the main features that distinguishes the element agglom-
eration algebraic multigrid methods (AMGe) – as proposed originally in [51] – from
other multiscale finite element techniques.
4.2 Coarse basis by the spectral AMGe method
Our goal is to build a coarse-scale discrete model that accurately approximates
the fine-scale one. In contrast to the mixed GMsFEM discussed in Section 2, where
only accurate coarse velocity space is developed, here we construct coarse spaces
with approximation properties for both velocity and pressure.
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Consider a fine mesh Th and a coarse mesh TH . We will call the elements
in TH coarse elements or agglomerates interchangeably. Different techniques are
available to obtain a coarse mesh: graph partitioning techniques, octrees, geometric
(coordinate-based) mesh partitioners, and also other techniques that exploit directly
the Cartesian or refinement structure of the original fine-grid mesh. To construct ag-
glomerated elements using graph partitioning techniques, in particular, we build the
dual graph of the mesh, which is an undirected graph, where each node of the graph
represents an element in the mesh and node i is connected to node j if element i and
element j share a common face. We use METIS, [53], to obtain a non-overlapping
partition of Th into sets, our agglomerates, which are unions of fine-grid elements.
The sets (agglomerates) are assumed connected (if not we split them into connected
components), and we define coarse faces F , the interfaces between any pair of neigh-
boring agglomerates, in terms of fine-grid faces. By possible further postprocessing,
we can ensure that the coarse faces F are also connected sets (as unions of fine-grid
faces). Some details of building agglomerates with somewhat regular topology are
found in [58]. The set of agglomerates TH serves as our coarse triangulation (of
non-standard elements).
Once the set of agglomerates is available, and the coarse topological relations
are constructed (for details cf. [67], Section 1.9), the procedure to construct the
coarse spaces can be summarized as follows:
1. Construct a spectral basis for the coarse pressure space QH ;
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2. Construct normal traces for the velocity space on coarse faces;
3. Build the coarse velocity space V H from QH and the velocity traces on coarse
faces (from bullet 2).
We emphasize that since our coarse spaces (V H , QH) and the topology of coarse
elements (i.e., the agglomerates) exhibit the same properties as the fine-grid ones,
the above procedure applies recursively, which is a distinct feature of the element
agglomeration AMGe approach.
4.2.1 Constructions of pressure space and velocity normal traces
We are going to construct the pressure space locally in each coarse element
instead of coarse neighborhood. Therefore the construction can naturally be imple-
mented in parallel even in distributed memory architectures.
Before proceeding with the description of the algorithm, let us introduce some
notations. To each coarse face F , we associate a unit normal vector nF . The orienta-
tion of nF is arbitrarily chosen and fixed to point outside one of the two agglomerated
elements, which share the coarse face F . The same convention holds for n f , i.e., it
is a unit normal vector associated with each fine-grid face f and n f has arbitrary
but fixed chosen direction. Let e f = 1 or e f = 1 depending on whether n f and nF
have the same or opposite directions. Then we define the function f PV , which has
constant trace equal to unity when restricted to each coarse face F , i.e.,
f PV : f PV nF = 1 on each F: (4.5)
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It is clear that mPV := m = (e f ) fF is the coefficient vector in the following expansion
f PV nF = å
fF
e ff hf n f ;
where for each fine-grid face f , f hf is the fine-grid basis function that has constant
(equal to unity) normal trace. This function was the only coarse velocity degree of
freedom (associated with a coarse face F) used in the paper [62], and it plays an
important role in the stability (inf-sup compatibility) of the coarse discretization.
Remark 4.2.1 We remark, that for the development of the method, in particular, for
the construction of an important projection operator pH that maps fine-grid functions
into the coarse space V H (that we construct), the property (4.5) is not necessary (as
noticed in [57]); what we need is that the function f PV has non-zero face integral, i.e.,R
F f PV nF ds 6= 0: However, to simplify the exposition, in what follows, we assume
that (4.5) holds.
The coarse pressure basis functions are the low frequency eigenvectors of the
following spectral problem in each agglomerated element T :
k 1v+Ñp = 0 in T;
divv = l p in T;
v n = 0 on ¶T;
where l denotes the eigenvalues and (v; p) are the respective eigenfunctions. After
elimination of the velocity in the first equation, the matrix representation of the
above spectral problem is
BT (MT ) 1(BT )T p = lWT p: (4.6)
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Here BT and MT are the restrictions of the global matrices B and M only to the
degrees of freedom associated with the interior of T , since v n = 0 on ¶T . Again, we
order the eigenvalues of the spectral problem (4.6) such that l1  l2  ::: ln. Then
given the spectral tolerance q and the local maximum number of eigenvectors k, the
coarse pressure basis functions are taken to be the eigenvectors pi corresponding to
the first m eigenvalues, where m=maxf i : 1 i k and li  qlng.
Notice that in each T , the first eigenvector always represents a constant function
(corresponding to the eigenvalue l1 = 0). Also, all other eigenvectors are average-free
since they areWT -orthogonal to the first one. We define the local prolongator for the
pressure, PpT = [p1; : : : ; pm]. The global pressure prolongation matrix Pp is defined to
be the block-diagonal matrix,
Pp =
266666666664
PpT1
PpT2
. . .
PpTN
377777777775
: (4.7)
To generate the coarse traces of the H(div)-conforming space on the agglom-
erated faces, we proceed as follows. Consider two agglomerated elements T+ and T 
sharing one coarse face F . We call the union of T+ and T  a coarse neighborhood of
F , denoted by eT . That is, eT = T+[T . We also need a matrix, which evaluates the
average of a pressure function in eT
DeT = 1TWeT ;
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where 1 is the vector representation of the unity constant function.
The construction of the normal traces for the velocity basis is based on the
coarse pressure space. Let fp+i gm+i=1 be the coarse pressure basis obtained from (4.6)
in T+. Similarly, let fp i gm i=1 be the coarse pressure basis obtained from (4.6) in T .
Then, we form the following matrix
eFp =
2664p+1 p+2 ::: p+m+ 0 0 ::: 0
0 0 ::: 0 p 1 p
 
2 ::: p
 
m 
3775 : (4.8)
Denote ( eFp)i to be the i-th column of eFp. For each ( eFp)i, we solve the following local
mixed problem 26666664
MeT BTeT 0
BeT 0 DTeT
0 DeT 0
37777775
26666664
vi
vi
h
37777775=
26666664
0
WeT ( eFp)i
0
37777775 ;
Here BeT , MeT and WeT are the restrictions of the matrices B, M and W only to the
interior dofs of the coarse neighborhood eT . We then collect the degrees of freedom
(normal traces) of all the vi’s restricted on the coarse face F .
We note that p+1 and p 1 represent constant pressures, and they lead to velocity
traces on F , that define a function f PV with the desired property (4.5), or more
generally, with the property as commented in Remark 4.2.1.
In general, the collection of all these trace vectors may be linearly dependent.
We perform a weighted-SVD to remove the possible linear dependence and to or-
thonormalize the basis with respect to the L2(F)-inner product. We can further
reduce the dimension of the obtained trace space by imposing a certain maximal
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number of singular vectors to be selected. The latter helps controlling the operator
complexity of the coarse-scale matrix.
4.2.2 Construction of the velocity space
Suppose we have constructed the coarse pressure space and the normal traces
on coarse faces using one of the approaches in Section 4.2.1. We now proceed to
construct the coarse velocity space. The construction consists of two parts. The first
part is the extension of the normal traces on coarse faces. Consider a given normal
trace m j for the velocity space on a coarse face F . m j is extended into the (two)
neighboring agglomerates T , by solving a local Neumann boundary value problem
k 1f Fj +Ñy = 0 in T;
divf Fj = constant in T;
f Fj n = m j on F;
f Fj n = 0 on ¶TnF:
The above constant equals 1jT j
R
¶T m j ds .
Secondly, to complete the construction of the coarse basis of V H , we generally
add bubble basis functions in each agglomerate so that the required compatibility
conditions are met. To this end, for each pressure basis function pi orthogonal to
constant (i.e., i  2), we construct a velocity basis function f bi , which is supported
in T (i.e., its normal trace on ¶T is zero), such that divf bi = pi, by solving the local
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Neumann boundary value problem
k 1f bi +Ñy = 0 in T;
divf bi = pi in T;
f bi n = 0 on ¶T:
The above problems are solvable since pi, for i > 1, are orthogonal to constants.
Notice that the bubbles f bi ’s are linearly independent. In fact, assuming that åcif bi =
0, then we have åci divf bi = div(åcif bi ) = 0, or equivalently åcipi = 0, which implies
that ci = 0 for all i because pi’s are linearly independent.
This completes the construction of the coarse basis for the velocity space. In
summary, we have basis functions f Fj associated with any given trace m j on the coarse
faces F (with constant divergence in the neighboring agglomerated elements), which
gives rise to a portion PFv of the coarse-to-fine interpolation matrix Pv. To complete
Pv, we add as additional columns the block-diagonal matrix Pbv representing the
velocity bubbles f bi . That is, we have Pv =

PFv ; P
b
v

, which together with Pp in (4.7),
completes the construction of P in (4.4).
4.2.3 Compatibility of the coarse pair of spaces
The construction of the basis of the coarse pair of spaces V H and QH ensures
the property that divV H = QH . Using a similar argument as in [58] (originally in
[62], see also [57]), we show next that the following important commutativity result
holds.
Theorem 4.2.2 There is a locally constructed projection operator pH : V h 7! V H ,
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which, together with the L2-projection QH : Qh 7! QH (which is also local), satisfies
the commutativity property:
divpH = QH div on V h: (4.9)
Proof. We will construct the projection pH with the desired properties. Let
v 2V h be a given fine-grid function. For each coarse face F , let cF be the constant
such that Z
F
v nF ds = cF
Z
F
f FPV nF ds ; (4.10)
where f FPV is the coarse basis function defined in (4.5), or more generally the one
discussed in Remark 4.2.1; f FPV is supported in the neighboring agglomerates T and
T 0 that share F with constant divergence (cf., [62]). We first form the interpolant
IFHv =å
F
cFf FPV ; (4.11)
where the coefficients cF are defined in (4.10). We note that div(IFHv) is a piecewise
constant function due to the definition of f FPV .
Next, we define another interpolant IbHv such that, on each agglomerate T ,
(IbHv)jT =
m
å
i=2
cif bi ;
where f bi are the bubbles on T (see Section 4.2.2) and the constants ci’s are given by
ci = (divv; pi)T ; for i= 2; : : : ;m:
Using (4.10) and the facts that div(IFHv) and p1 are constant on T , divf bi = pi, and
fpigmi=1 are orthonormal w.r.t. the L2 inner product (; )T , one can deduce that 
div(IFHv+ I
b
Hv); pi

T =
 
divv; pi

T ; for i= 1; : : : ;m: (4.12)
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To complete the construction of pH , we will need the last interpolant I0Hv such
that, on each coarse face F , (I0Hv)jF = ånFi=1 c0i f FH;i, and for all i= 1; : : : ; nF ,
< (I0Hv) nF ; f FH;i nF >F =< v nF ; f FH;i nF >F ; (4.13)
where f FH;i are the remaining F-based coarse basis functions (each comes from a
coarse normal trace on F) other than f FPV . Without loss of generality, we may
assume that RF f FH;i nF ds = 0. To ensure this, we can replace f FH;i by f FH;i  cf FPV
with an appropriate value of c if necessary. This implies that div(f FH;i) = 0 (recall
that div(f FH;i) is piecewise constant). Since f FH;i nF are coming from SVD on L2(F),
they are linearly independent, hence (4.13) is uniquely solvable.
Finally, we set pHv = IFHv+ IbHv+ I0Hv. Then pH is a projection on V H , i.e.,
pHvH = vH ; 8 vH 2V H . Also, since div(I0Hv) = 0, (4.12) implies that 
div(pHv); pH

=
 
divv; pH

; 8 pH 2 QH :
Hence, the commutativity property (4.9) holds.
4.3 Approximation properties of the coarse pressure spaces
We now analyze the approximation properties of the coarse space QH . To this
aim let us introduce the discrete H1-like norm for finite element functions ph 2 Qh
defined as kphk2 =åT2TH pTBT (MT ) 1(BT )T p; where p is the coefficient vector of ph
expanded in terms of the basis functions in Qh. The following result establishes the
approximation properties of the coarse space QH with respect to the local spectral
tolerance q and the local maximum number of eigenvectors k.
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Theorem 4.3.1 Let the coarse space QH be constructed with the spectral tolerance
q and the local maximum number of eigenvectors k, then
inf
pH2QH
kph  pHk2L2(W)  maxT2TH

1
lm+1(T )

kphk2 8 ph 2 Qh: (4.14)
Here lm+1(T ) is the smallest eigenvalue of (4.6) whose eigenfunction is not included in
the local coarse pressure space. More precisely, m=maxf i : 1 i k and li qlng is
the dimension of the local coarse pressure space defined on the agglomerated element
T 2TH .
Proof. Since the coarse pressure space is a direct sum of local eigenspaces in
each agglomerate, it suffices to look at one agglomerate T .
Consider any function ph in the fine scale pressure space Qh restricted to T .
Let p be the coefficient vector of ph expanded in terms of the basis functions in Qh.
The eigenvectors pi;1 i n form an orthonormal basis for the local fine scale space.
Hence, there exists some ci’s such that
p =
n
å
i=1
cipi
We define an interpolant of p, IH(p), as IH(p) =åmi=1 cipi; where m=maxf i : 1 i
k and li  qlng is the number of eigenvectors that we have included in the coarse
pressure space, so IH(p) 2 QH jT . Using the orthogonality of eigenvectors and the
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ordering of eigenvalues, we have
p  IH(p)
T
WT

p  IH(p)

 kp  IH(p)k2WT
=
p  må
i=1
cipi
2
WT
=
n
å
i=m+1
c2i p
T
i WT pi
=
n
å
i=m+1
1
li
c2i p
T
i BTM
 1
T B
T
T pi
 1
lm+1
pTBTM 1T B
T
T p
It follows that
inf
pH2QH
kph  pHk2L2(T )  kp  IH(p)k2WT 
1
lm+1(T )
pTBTM 1T B
T
T p:
The assertion follows by summing over the agglomerates T in TH .
Remark 4.3.2 In practice, we choose a small number of eigenvectors with the goal
to capture portion of the spectrum that is close to zero. We achieve this by using
tolerance to split the spectrum into two groups, and we can additionally impose a
limit on the size of the set of respective eigenvectors. The latter affects the size
and structure of the constructed interpolation matrices, which on the other hand
influences the sparsity of the upscaled coarse matrices. For more details, see the
numerical experiments section.
4.4 Stability properties and error analysis
In this section, we analyze the error of our method in the two-level case. In
what follows, we introduce the following notations: for vh 2 V h, kvhk2a = a(vh;vh)
and jjjvhjjj2 = kvhk2a+ kdivvhk2: We assume that the fine-grid problem exhibits the
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following inf-sup condition
inf
ph2Qh
sup
vh2V h
(divvh; ph)
jjjvhjjjkphk  b :
Using the projection operator pH introduced in Section 4.2.3, we can prove the fol-
lowing inf-sup condition for the coarse pair of spaces V H ; QH ,
inf
pH2QH
sup
vH2V H
(divvH ; pH)
jjjvH jjjkpHk 
b
kpHk ;
where kpHk is the weighted H(div)-norm of pH , i.e., kpHk = sup
vh2V h
jjjpHvhjjj
jjjvhjjj : This es-
timate is easily seen from the fine-grid inf-sup estimate using the commutativity
property (4.9), which gives
 
div(pH vh); pH

=
 
divvh; pH

.
Let (vh; ph)2V hQh be the solution to the fine (level) problem, and (vH ; pH)2
V H QH be the solution to the coarse (level) problem. Since, we have an inf-sup
condition on the coarse level, standard error analysis for the mixed finite element
discretization problem applies, which involves the best approximation properties of
the pressure space QH and the velocity V H . In particular, the following standard
error estimate holds (cf., e.g., Theorem 5.25 in [7], or [63])
jjjvH  vhjjj+kpH  phk C

inf
wH2V H
jjjwH  vhjjj+ inf
vH2QH
kvH  phk

;
where the constant C, among other things (as shown in [7]), depends on the “inf-sup”
bound (which in our case is kpHkb ).
With the spectral choice of the coarse degrees of freedom the approximation
properties improve with the increase of the spectral tolerance. For the velocity space
V H , we have the freedom to add as many additional degrees of freedom on each
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coarse face F as we want to. In particular, we can add additionally, traces of vector
polynomials (the ones that are contained in the fine-grid space for example), as
investigated in [57] and also in [58].
Remark 4.4.1 We note that the norm kpHk can actually be estimated numerically by
local operations, since the construction of pH involves local procedures. One possible
way to keep kpHk under control, is to proceed in the following adaptive way. We
have a current projection mapping pH corresponding to one compatible selection of
coarse degrees of freedom. On each T , we solve the following eigenvalue problem
lT = max
v2Rh(T )
jjjpHvjjj2T
jjjvjjj2T
: (4.15)
If we encounter on some T a lT that is too large (i.e., larger than a desired upper
bound of the norm of pH), we take the traces of the above eigenfunction v on each
coarse face F , and augment the set of traces on F used to build the coarse basis
of V H . That leads to a new, modified, projection operator pH , for which the above
eigenvalue problem yields smaller value lT . We repeat this adaptive process until
the computed lT become smaller than the desired upper bound of pH . We note, that
the eigenvalue problems in Methods 1 and 2 from Section 4.2, have the ability to
enrich the set of normal traces, which indirectly leads to better values lT in (4.15)
(since we increase the dimension of the trace space included in the coarse space).
Remark 4.4.2 In the case of geometric coarsening, i.e., agglomerates that have regu-
lar polyhedral structure, in particular flat faces F , under certain assumptions on the
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coefficient k(x) (in (4.1)), in [20] it was shown that the coarse inf-sup constant can
be bounded independently of the contrast of k .
4.5 Numerical experiments
We demonstrate the performance of our spectral AMGe upscaling method on
a series of experiments. In the following tables, k and q are two parameters used
to control the number of degrees of freedom of the coarse spaces. dim(V h) and
dim(V H) refer to the number of velocity degrees of freedom in the fine level and coarse
level respectively, while dim(Qh) and dim(QH) are the counterparts for the pressure
degrees of freedom. OC is the operator complexity computed as
 
å` 1k=0nnz[k]

/nnz[0],
where ` is the number of levels, and nnz[k] is the number of non-zeros of the mixed
system at level k. We use the convention that level 0 represents the original (finest)
level. Except in Experiment 3, the lowest order (zero) Raviart-Thomas finite element
space is used on the finest level. The coarsening factor refers to the ratio between the
numbers of fine grid elements and the coarse grid elements. For structured partitions,
the coarsening factor in each coordinate direction is stated.
The numerical results in this section were generated by the C++ libraries
MFEM [mfem.org] and ELAG developed in the Lawrence Livermore National Lab-
oratory.
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4.5.1 2D examples
For all the 2D examples presented in the following, we consider the the top
layer of the SPE10 benchmark (for its detailed description, see [21], and also Sec-
tion 4.5.2). The permeability field is shown in Figure 4.1(a), and the mesh is a
structured rectangular grid with elements’ sizes of 20ft10ft.
(a) Top layer (b) Full model
Figure 4.1: Top layer of the SPE10 model and the full 3D model.
Experiment 1: performance against local enrichment. In the first experiment,
we want to demonstrate how the spectral tolerance q and the local maximum number
of eigenvectors k affect the approximation properties of the upscaled spaces and the
complexity of the upscaled model. We fix the fine and coarse mesh to be 60220 and
622 structured grids, respectively. The number of degrees of freedom for velocity on
the fine level is 26680 and for the pressure is 13200. In this example we demonstrate
the two criteria to locally (agglomerated element by agglomerated element) determine
the dimension of the coarse spaces, namely the “pick q” and the “choose k” criterion.
More specifically, for the first criterion we consider increasing values of the threshold
q to determine how many eigenmodes are selected in each local problem (see Table
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4.1) and for the second criterion we select the first k eigenmodes from each local
spectral problem (see Table 4.2). We remark that in all other experiments to follow,
we only present results for the “choose k” criterion which formally corresponds to
tolerance q = 1; recall that the actual number of eigenvectors selected by our criterion
is m=maxf i : 1 i k and li qlng. In Table 4.1, “ ” indicates that for the specific
choice of q , there are more than 10 eigenvalues li satisfying the constraint li qln in
some local spectral problems. However, since we set an upper bound of k = 10, only
10 eigenvectors are selected in those local spectral problems. Both methods show
very good convergence with respect to local enrichment. In particular, the velocity
upscaling error is roughly 7.5% when using the “choose k” criterion with k = 2. The
corresponding operator complexity is 1.05, which means the memory needed for the
storage of the upscaled operator (matrix) is just 5% of the original one. In Figure
4.2, we display the velocity solutions obtained from the proposed rAMGe upscaling
method with different k as well as the reference (fine grid) solution. For ease of
comparison, we used the same colorbar for all the pictures. We can clearly see that
some features in the reference solution are missing in the coarse solution with k =
1. These features are picked up when k = 5. We also display the pressure solutions
obtained from the proposed method in Figure 4.3. The improved resolution of coarse
pressure solution by adding more local basis is evident from the plots.
Experiment 2: performance against coarsening factor. In this experiment, we
fix the fine mesh to be 120440, and then change the coarsening factor. Notice that
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q dim(V H) dim(QH) OC jjjvH vhjjjjjjvhjjj
kpH phk
kphk
1e-4 307 135 1.01 0.1936 0.05025
4e-4 676 218 1.06 0.1200 0.04921
7e-4* 1064 319 1.14 0.07659 0.04878
1e-3* 1371 404 1.23 0.05211 0.04227
1.5e-3* 1771 508 1.36 0.02650 0.03461
Table 4.1: Experiment 1 with various q . We have imposed an upper bound on the
number of eigenvectors to be used (we let k= 10). For the fine-grid level dim(V h) =
26680 and dim(Qh) = 13200.
k dim(V H) dim(QH) OC jjjvH vhjjjjjjvhjjj
kpH phk
kphk
1 292 132 1.01 0.2078 0.05035
2 716 264 1.05 0.07472 0.04858
3 1140 396 1.13 0.04843 0.02482
4 1564 528 1.23 0.02239 0.01881
5 1988 660 1.37 0.01644 0.01254
Table 4.2: Experiment 1 with various k. For the fine-grid level, dim(V h) = 26680 and
dim(Qh) = 13200.
(a) Reference solution (b) Coarse solution: k = 1 (c) Coarse solution: k = 5
Figure 4.2: Magnitudes of velocity solutions in Experiment 1.
when we decrease the coarsening factor, the coarse mesh is refined. This means that
we actually change the size of the agglomerates and hence the dimensions of the local
fine spaces. We adjust the parameter k so that the operator complexity stays more
or less the same for different choices of coarsening factors. This is a very interesting
and informative experiment as it reveals whether one should opt for h-refinement (i.e.
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(a) Reference solution (b) Coarse solution: k = 1 (c) Coarse solution: k = 5
Figure 4.3: Pressure solutions in Experiment 1.
smaller agglomerates) or p-refinement (i.e., more spectral coarse degrees of freedom).
From Table 4.3, we can see that, in general, the choice of a coarser agglomerated
mesh and larger local spaces gives a smaller coarse problem (in terms of number of
degrees of freedom) with a better approximation. Hence, p-refinement is superior
to h-refinement in this regard. Nevertheless, a larger (more aggressive) coarsening
factor means we need to solve larger local problems to construct the coarse spaces,
hence the setup is more expensive.
C.F. k dim(V H) dim(QH) OC jjjvH vhjjjjjjvhjjj
kpH phk
kphk
5x5 2 10784 4224 1.22 0.04523 0.01326
10x10 4 6032 2112 1.24 0.02555 0.01183
20x20 8 3123 824 1.25 0.01092 0.006483
Table 4.3: Performance of rAMGe upscaling in Experiment 2. C.F. = coarsening
factor. For the fine-grid level, dim(V h) = 106160 and dim(Qh) = 52800.
Experiment 3: performance against finite element order. The spectral AMGe
upscaling method can be applied to systems arising from higher order finite element
discretization of the differential equations. In this experiment, the fine mesh is fixed
to be 60220, and the coarsening factor is fixed to be 55. When we increase
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the fine level finite element order, we actually increase the local problem size since
the coarsening factor stays the same. It is worth to notice that higher order finite
element discretizations not only lead to more degrees of freedom, but also to denser
matrices. For this reason, for a fixed operator complexity, an increase in the finite
element order corresponds to an increase in the number of coarse degrees of freedom.
Consequently, we expect a decrease in the upscaling error when the FE order is
increased as observed in Table 4.4.
FEO k dim(V hQh) dim(V HQH) OC jjjvH vhjjjjjjvhjjj
kpH phk
kphk
0 1 2668013200 1112528 1.04 0.1637 0.02799
1 2 10616052800 27521056 1.02 0.07068 0.02643
2 4 238440118800 60322112 1.02 0.03050 0.01213
Table 4.4: Performance of rAMGe upscaling in Experiment 3. FEO = finite element
order.
Experiment 4: multilevel coarsening on a structured hierarchy. As mentioned
in Section 4.1, the spectral AMGe upscaling method can be applied recursively and
becomes a multilevel method. The advantage of multilevel upscaling is that we can
keep the coarsening factor between two consecutive levels small, so the local problems
that we solve are kept reasonably small. Consequently, the construction of the coarse
spaces is much more efficient. The price to pay is that the errors will generally be
larger than the two-level method (when we skip the intermediate levels and jump
directly to the final coarse level). The number of elements starting from level 0 to
level 3 are 52800, 528, 10 and 1, respectively. Note that the number of degrees of
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freedom at the coarsest level is 29, while the dimension of the fine problem is 158960,
which means that the reduction in dimension is more than 5000 times. Nevertheless,
we can see from Table 4.5 that the relative errors are quite small. We also plot out
Level NK dim(V H) dim(PH) OC jjjvH vhjjjjjjvhjjj
kpH phk
kphk
1 5 7672 2640 1.38 0.01563 0.00581
2 5 175 50 1.39 0.02791 0.02933
3 5 24 5 1.39 0.02791 0.03202
Table 4.5: Performance of the rAMGe upscaling in Experiment 4. For the fine-grid
level, dim(V h) = 106160 and dim(Qh) = 52800.
the solutions in each level in Figure 4.4-4.5. Indeed, the approximations in different
coarse levels look very close to the fine level reference solutions.
Experiment 5: multilevel coarsening on an unstructured hierarchy. In this ex-
periment, we demonstrate the ability of the spectral AMGe upscaling method to
handle unstructured grids, which is common in many practical applications. In such
situations, the coarse grid will definitely be unstructured as well. An unstructured
hierarchy of meshes is then built such that the coarser level corresponds to an un-
structured partition of the previous finer one; see Figure 4.6 for an illustration. Such
agglomerated elements are generated using graph partitioning algorithms (METIS)
leading to agglomerated elements with arbitrary shapes, non-planar faces, and num-
ber of neighboring elements. These irregularities in the coarse topology usually lead
to an increase of both the arithmetic and operator complexity (for the same target
accuracy), adding additional challenges to the upscaling procedure. The number of
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(a) Level 0 (b) Level 1
(c) Level 2 (d) Level 3
Figure 4.4: Velocity solutions on different levels in Experiment 4.
elements starting from level 0 to level 3 are 52800, 528, 10 and 2, respectively. The
upscaling errors in different levels are shown in Table 4.6 The errors are slightly worse
than case of structured hierarchy as expected. Nevertheless, the errors are generally
still quite small.
Level k dim(V H) dim(QH) OC jjjvH vhjjjjjjvhjjj
kpH phk
kphk
1 5 9282 2640 1.57 0.01669 0.00713
2 5 195 50 1.58 0.03063 0.03237
3 5 43 10 1.58 0.03063 0.03291
Table 4.6: Performance of the rAMGe upscaling in Experiment 5. For the fine-grid
level, dim(V h) = 106160 and dim(Qh) = 52800.
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(a) Level 0 (b) Level 1
(c) Level 2 (d) Level 3
Figure 4.5: Pressure solutions on different levels in Experiment 4.
Figure 4.6: Agglomerates in each level in Experiment 4. To better visualize agglom-
erates we have applied a coloring algorithm. On level 2 (middle) and level 3 (right),
each agglomerate consists of agglomerates from the previous (finer) level: we arti-
ficially separate the agglomerates coming from the previous level for visualization
purposes.
Experiment 6: speedup by multilevel coarsening. We have claimed that a
multilevel coarsening is faster than a two-level coarsening. In this experiment, we
will verify that multilevel coarsening indeed provides a more efficient coarsening
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algorithm. The setup of this experiment is as follows. Starting with a fine grid of
size 128192, we will construct the coarse spaces by 2-, 3-, and 4-level hierarchies
such that the coarsest grid is of size 2 3. In each level, we will take 4 local basis
functions per coarse element/edge. The construction timings and upscaling errors
for the coarsest spaces are shown in Table 4.7. We observe a huge saving in the
nlevels C.F. C.S. Construction time jjjvH vhjjjjjjvhjjj
kpH phk
kphk
2 6464 1463.49s 0.0163 0.0319
3 88 11.29s 0.0257 0.0335
4 44 9.58s 0.0304 0.0340
Table 4.7: Coarsening timings and errors by 2-, 3-, and 4-level hierarchies.
construction time when using a 3 or 4-level hierarchy, which shows the success of
the multilevel coarsening algorithm. On the other hand, the errors are more or less
the same. Indeed, if we look at some of the basis functions (local eigenfunctions)
constructed by different number of levels, the basis functions are very similar to each
other, see Figure 4.7-4.8.
(a) 2-level construction (b) 3-level construction (c) 4-level construction
Figure 4.7: Velocity basis by different number of level constructions.
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(a) 2-level construction (b) 3-level construction (c) 4-level construction
Figure 4.8: Pressure basis by different number of level constructions.
4.5.2 3D examples
We consider here two 3D examples. The first one is the full SPE10 benchmark
model, which contains high contrast channels and anisotropy, see Figure 4.1(b). The
model is a relatively large one, and it is built on a structured Cartesian grid. For
this model, the coarse spaces are built on a structured coarse grid. Since we will
show the solving time for this model using a special solver that we propose, the full
SPE10 example will be presented in the next section. The second test is the Egg
model, [49, 48]. The name of the model comes from its shape being like an egg.
It is obtained from a structured grid by setting some elements to be inactive. The
resulting boundary of the model is irregular, so we build the coarse spaces on an
unstructured coarse grid.
Experiment 7: the Egg model. The Egg model has more than 100 syn-
thetic realizations of channelized reservoir permeability. In particular, we are us-
ing PERM18_ECL.INC, which can be downloaded from the model’s official website
[48]. The geometry and the Frobenuis norm of the permeability tensor are shown
in Figure 4.9(a). The model contains 18553 elements, each of them of size 884.
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The number of fine scale degrees of freedom is 59205 for the velocity and 18533 for
the pressure. The coarse grid is obtained by using METIS to partition the fine grid
into 128 agglomerates, see Figure 4.9(b). Table 4.8 shows the error behavior of the
methods with respect to local spectral AMGe enrichment. We show the coarse and
fine scale velocity solutions in Figure 4.10. We can see that the channelized feature
is resolved gradually when more and more spectral basis functions are added to the
local approximation spaces.
(a) Permeability field realization 18 (b) Agglomeration by METIS
Figure 4.9: The Egg model.
k dim(V H) dim(QH) OC jjjvH vhjjjjjjvhjjj
kpH phk
kphk
2 1318 256 1.05 0.2546 0.05363
3 2034 384 1.11 0.1801 0.03630
4 2749 512 1.21 0.1452 0.03170
5 3458 640 1.32 0.1123 0.02711
6 4163 768 1.46 0.0811 0.01918
Table 4.8: Performance of rAMGe upscaling in Experiment 7. For the fine-grid level
we have dim(V h) = 59205 and dim(Qh) = 18553.
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(a) Reference solution (b) Coarse solution: k = 2 (c) Coarse solution: k = 6
Figure 4.10: Magnitudes of velocity solutions in Experiment 6.
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5 EFFICIENT SOLVER FOR COARSE SADDLE POINT
SYSTEMS
In practice, the coarse problem can still be too large to be solved by direct
methods. Thus, efficient iterative methods for the coarse problem are desired. Due
to the special shape functions in the coarse multiscale function space, some classical
solver for the fine grid problems may not work well for the coarse problem. In
fact, from our empirical results, some block diagonal preconditioners do not perform
well for the coarse saddle point problems. In this section, we propose and test an
efficient solver based on hybridization and AMG for the coarse problems. The solver
is actually an efficient parallel algebraic solver for H (div) problems, see for example
[59]. Therefore, our discussion will be concerned with the H (div) bilinear form acting
on vector functions u, v:
a(u;v) =
Z
W
aÑ uÑ  v+b u  v dx: (5.1)
Here a , b 2 L¥(W) are some positive heterogeneous coefficients, and W is a simply-
connected polygonal domain in Rd, d = 2;3. Discrete problems associated with
a(; ) arise in many applications, such as first order least squares formulation of
second order elliptic problems [14], preconditioning of mixed finite element methods
[12], Reissner-Mindlin plates [4] and the Brinkman equations [69]. Let A be the
linear system obtained from discretization of a(; ) by some H (div)-conforming finite
element of arbitrary order on a general unstructured mesh. Our goal is to design a
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scalable parallel solver for A.
It is well known that finding efficient iterative solvers for A is not trivial because
of the “near-null space” of A. The currently available scalable parallel solvers include
the auxiliary space divergence solver (ADS) [55] in the hypre library and PCBDDC
[71, 72] in the PETSc library. The former relies on the regular HX-decomposition
for H (div) functions proposed in [44]. The setup of ADS is quite involved and
require additional input from the user, namely, some discrete gradient and discrete
curl operators. On the other hand, PCBDDC is based on the Balancing Domain
Decomposition by Constraint algorithm [28]. Its construction requires that the local
discrete systems are assembled at subdomain level. To accommodate high contrast
and jumps in the coefficients, the primal space in PCBDDC is adaptively enriched
by solving some generalized eigenvalue problems.
In this section, we propose an alternative way to solve systems with A. As an
application, it can be used to efficiently solve the coarse saddle point system gener-
ated by the the mixed GMsFEM or AMGe. Our approach is based on traditional
hybridization technique used in the mixed finite element method ([12]), thus reducing
the problem to a smaller problem for the respective Lagrange multipliers that are
involved in the hybridization. The reduced problem is symmetric positive definite,
and as is well-known, is H1-equivalent. Thus, in principle, one may apply any scal-
able AMG solver that is suitable for H1 problems. Unlike ADS, the hybridization
approach does not require additional information from the user. Instead, it requires
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that the original problem is given in unassembled element-based form.
One main issue that has to be addressed is the choice of the basis of the La-
grange multiplier space. In general, the reduced problem contains the constant func-
tion in its near null-space. However, if the basis for the Lagrange multipliers is not
properly scaled (i.e., does not provide partition of unity), the coefficient vector of
the constant functions is not a constant multiple of the vector of ones. The latter
is a main assumption in the design of AMG for H1-equivalent problems. We resolve
this problem in an algebraic way by constructing a diagonal matrix which we use to
rescale the reduced system such that the constant vector is the near-null space of the
rescaled matrix, so that the respective AMG is correctly designed.
The proposed hybridization with diagonal rescaling is implemented in a parallel
code and its scalability is tested in comparison with the state-of-the-art ADS solver.
The results demonstrate that the new solver provides a competitive alternative to
ADS; it clearly outperforms ADS for higher order elements [59]. As an important
application of our interest, we will show its performance for coarse saddle point
problems obtained from mixed type numerical upscaling/multiscale methods [24, 52].
In particular, the solver can also be applied to solve coarse saddle point problems
coming from coarsening of the graph Laplacian problems, which has application in
upscaling of finite volume discretization in reservoir simulations, see [6] for a detail
discussion.
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5.1 Hybridization
We consider the variational problem associated with the bilinear form (5.1):
find u 2 H 0(div;W) such that
a(u;v) = ( f ;v); 8 v 2 H 0(div;W): (5.2)
Here, f is a given function in
 
L2(W)
d and (; ) is the usual L2 inner product in W.
Our following discussion is based on discretization of the variational problem (5.2) by
Raviart-Thomas elements of arbitrary order. We note that other H (div)-conforming
finite elements can also be considered. Let Th be a general unstructured mesh on W.
The space of Raviart-Thomas elements of order k 0 on Th will be denoted by RTk.
For instance, if Th is a simplicial mesh, then RTk is defined to be
RTk =
n
vh 2 H 0(div;W)
 vhjt 2  Pk(t)d+ xPk(t) 8t 2Th o;
where Pk(t) denotes the set of polynomials of degree at most k on t . For definitions
of RTk on rectangular/cubic meshes, see for example [12]. Discretization of (5.2) by
RTk elements results in a linear system of equations
Au= f : (5.3)
We are going to formulate an equivalent problem such that the modified problem
can be solved more efficiently. We note that RTk basis functions are either associated
with degrees of freedom (dofs) in the interior of elements, on boundary faces, or
interior faces of a conforming finite element mesh. Those associated with dofs in
the interior of elements or on boundary faces are supported in only one element,
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while those associated with dofs on interior faces are supported in two elements. In
hybridization, the RTk basis functions that are associated with dofs on interior faces
are split into two pieces, each supported in one and only one element. In practice, the
splitting can be done by making use of the element-to-dofs relation table to identify
the shared dofs between any pair of neighboring elements. This relation table can be
constructed during the discretization. The space of Raviart-Thomas element after
the splitting will be denoted by cRT k. If we discretize a(; ) with the basis functions
in cRT k, the resulting system will have a block diagonal matrix bA. Next, we need to
enforce the continuity of the split basis functions in some way such that the solution
of the modified system coincides with the original problem. Suppose a RTk basis
function f is split into bf 1 and bf 2. The simplest way is to use Lagrange multiplier
space to make the coefficient vectors of the test functions from both sides of an
interior interface to be the same. If we set such constraints for all the split basis
functions, we obtain a constraint matrix C.
Remark 5.1.1 There are other ways to enforce continuity of cRT k. For example, when
constructing the constraint matrix C, one can also use the normal traces l of the
original RTk basis functions as Lagrange multipliers, see [26].
The modified problem after introducing the Lagrange multipliers takes the saddle–
point form 2664bA CT
C 0
3775
2664bu
l
3775=
2664bf
0
3775 : (5.4)
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Here, bu is the coefficient vector of buh. The saddle point problem (5.4) can be reduced
Sl = g; (5.5)
where S=CbA 1CT and g=CbA 1 bf . The Schur complement S and the new right hand
side g can be explicitly formed very efficiently because bA is block diagonal. In fact,
the inversion of bA is embarrassingly parallel. Here, each local block of bA is invertible,
so bA 1 is well-defined. We will show in the next section that S is actually a s.p.d.
system of the Lagrange multipliers, and that it can be solved efficiently by existing
parallel linear solvers. After solving for l , bu can be computed by back substitution
bu= bA 1(bf  CTl ). Noticing that the back substitution involves only an action of bA 1
(already available in the computation of S) and some matrix-vector multiplications,
which are inexpensive (local) and scalable computations.
5.2 Discussion
The hybridization approach described in the previous section can be summa-
rized as follows
1. Split the RTk basis to obtain bA and bf .
2. Compute bA 1 and form S=CbA 1CT and g=CbA 1 bf .
3. Solve the system Sl = g.
4. Recover bu by back substitution.
As explained in Section 5.1, step 2 and 4 are scalable (inexpensive local) computa-
tions. In contrast, step 3 involves the main computational cost. Thus, it is important
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that we can solve S efficiently. In this section, we describe some properties of S. First,
we show that S is related to some hybridized mixed discretization of the second order
differential operator  Ñ  (b 1Ñ)+a 1I (acting on scalar functions). We note that
the differential problem associated with (5.2) is
 Ñ(aÑ u)+bu = f (5.6)
with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition u  n = 0. The latter operator acts
on vector-functions. We now make the following connection between these two op-
erators. If we introduce an additional variable p = aÑ  u, then (5.6) becomes the
following first order system (for u and p)
bu Ñp= f ;
Ñ u a 1p= 0:
(5.7)
It is noteworthy to note that the structure of (5.7) is the same as the mixed formu-
lation of the differential operator  Ñ  (b 1Ñ)+a 1I. So we can apply a hybridized
mixed discretization [26, 27] for  Ñ  (b 1Ñ)+a 1I to discretize (5.7). To apply the
the hybridized mixed discretization, we note that the weak form of (5.7) is to find
(u; p) 2 H 0(div;W)L2(W) such that
(bu;v)+(p;Ñ  v) = ( f ;v) 8 v 2 H 0(div;W)
(Ñ u;q)  (a 1p;q) = 0 8 q 2 L2(W):
(5.8)
Let W kh  L2(W) be a space of piecewise polynomials such that RTk and W kh form a
stable pair for the mixed discretization of (5.8). For instance, for simplicial meshes,
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we can take
W kh =
n
q 2 L2(W)
 qjt 2 Pk(t) 8t 2Th o:
If (5.8) is discretized by the pair cRT k-W kh and the continuity of cRT k is enforced by
the constraint matrix C as described in Section 5.1, we get a 3 by 3 block system of
equations of the form 26666664
bM bBT CT
bB  W 0
C 0 0
37777775
26666664
bu
p
l
37777775=
26666664
bf
0
0
37777775 : (5.9)
As bM and W are weighted L2 mass matrices of the spaces cRT k and W kh respectively,
they are invertible. Hence, the 2 by 2 block matrix
2664 bM bBTbB  W
3775 is invertible, and
(5.9) can be reduced to
C 0
2664 bM bBTbB  W
3775
 12664CT
0
3775l = C 0
2664 bM bBTbB  W
3775
 12664bf
0
3775 : (5.10)
Since the (1;1) block of
2664 bM bBTbB  W
3775
 1
can be written as ( bM + bBTW 1 bB) 1 and
bA = bM+ bBTW 1 bB, the reduced problem (5.10) is in fact identical to (5.5). There-
fore, the Schur complement S in (5.5) can be characterized by the hybridized mixed
discretization for the differential operator  Ñ  (b 1Ñ)+a 1I.
Remark 5.2.1 Actually the hybridized mixed discretization for  Ñ  (b 1Ñ)+a 1I
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in [26, 27] gives rise to the reduced system eS for the Lagrange multiplier l where
eS=C bM 1  bM 1 bBT bB bM 1 bBT +W 1 bB bM 1CT :
However, since W is invertible, an application of the Sherman-Morrison-Woodbury
formula implies that eS= S.
In [27], the authors proved that S is spectrally equivalent to the norm jjjjjj on the
space of Lagrange multipliers defined as
jjjl jjj2 = å
t2Th
1
j¶t jkl  mt(l )k
2
¶t
where mt(l ) = 1j¶t j
R
¶t l ds. More precisely, there are constants C1 and C2, depending
only on the approximation order k, the coefficients a;b of the operator, and the shape
regularity of Th such that
C1jjjl jjj2  lTSl C2jjjl jjj2 8 l :
Consequently, S is symmetric positive definite. Moreover, this shows that the near-
null space of S is spanned by the constant functions, which is the main assumption
to successfully apply solvers of AMG type. When solving with S, we opt for the
parallel algebraic multigrid solver BoomerAMG from the hypre library [43].
The fact that the constant functions are in the near-null space of S is not
sufficient to guarantee the efficiency of BoomerAMG. One of the factors affecting
the success of BoomerAMG is that the constant coefficient vector 1 should be in the
near-null space of S (as a matrix). However, this is not always the case. Indeed,
depending on the choice of basis for the Lagrange multipliers space, the coefficient
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vector of a constant function is not necessarily a constant vector. To resolve this
issue, we chose to rescale S by a diagonal matrix D such that the constant vector
is now in the near-null space of DTSD. To achieve this, we solve the homogeneous
problem Sd = 0 by applying a few smoothing steps to a random initial guess. In
our numerical experiments to be presented in the next section, we use 5 conjugate
gradient (CG) iterations preconditioned by the Jacobi smoother in the computation
of d, which is fairly inexpensive. Once d is computed, we set Dii = di (the ith entry of
d). Noticing that D1 = d, so 1 is in the near-null space of DTSD. We can then apply
CG preconditioned by BoomerAMG constructed from DTSD to efficiently solve the
system
(DTSD)lD = DTg:
Lastly, the original Lagrange multiplier l is recovered simply by setting l = DlD.
Another useful feature of S is that its size is less than or equal to the size of
the original matrix A. This is because there is a one-to-one correspondence between
Lagrange multipliers and Raviart-Thomas basis functions associated with interior
faces. For higher order Raviart-Thomas elements, a portion of the basis functions
are associated with interior of elements. These basis functions are supported in one
element only, so they do not need Lagrange multipliers to enforce their continuity.
Hence, for higher order approximations, the size of S is considerably smaller than the
size of A. As a result, methods for solving with S is likely to be more efficient and
faster than solving with A (using the state-of-the-art solvers such as ADS) which is
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confirmed by our experiments.
5.3 Numerical examples
In this section, we present some numerical results regarding the performance
of our hybridization AMG solver. All the experiments are performed on the cluster
Sierra at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. Sierra has a total of 1944
nodes (Intel Xeon EP X5660 clocked at 2.80 GHz), which are connected by InfiniBand
QDR. Each node has 12 cores and equipped with 24 GB of memory.
In the solution process, the hybridized system with S is rescaled by the diag-
onal matrix D as described in the previous section. The rescaled system DTSD is
then solved by the CG method preconditioned with BoomerAMG (constructed from
DTSD) from the hypre library. As one of our goals is to compare the hybridization
AMG solver with ADS, we present also the performance of ADS in all the examples.
In order to have fair comparisons, the time to solution for the hybridization AMG
solver includes the formation time of the Schur complement S, the computation time
to construct the rescaling matrix D, the solve time for the problem with the modified
matrix DTSD by CG preconditioned by BoomerAMG, and the recovery time of the
original unknown u. The time to solution for ADS is simply the solve time for the
original problem with A by the CG preconditioned by ADS. For the tables in the
present section, # proc refers to the number of processors, while # iter refers to the
number of PCG iterations.
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5.3.1 Weak scaling
We first test the weak scaling of the hybridization AMG solver. The problem
setting is as follows. We will solve problem (5.3) obtained by RTk discretization on
uniform tetrahedral mesh in 3D. Starting from some initial tetrahedral mesh, we
refine the mesh uniformly. The problem size will be increased by about 8 times after
one such refinement. At the same time, the number of processors for solving the
refined problem is increased 8 times so that the problem size per processor is kept
roughly the same. Both the lowest order Raviart-Thomas elements RT0 and a higher
Figure 5.1: Initial mesh for the RT2 weak scaling test case. Blue region indicates Wi.
order elements, RT2, are considered. We solve a heterogeneous coefficient problem
on the unit cube, i.e. W= [0;1]3. The boundary conditions are u n = 0 on ¶W, and
the source function f is the constant vector [1;1;1]T . Let Wi = [14 ; 12 ]3[ [12 ; 34 ]3. We
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will consider b being constant 1 throughout the domain, whereas
a =
8>><>>:
1 in WnWi
10p in Wi
and we choose p = -4, 0, or 4. For RT2 test case, we first partition W into 8 x 8
x 4 parallelepipeds. The initial tetrahedral mesh in this case is then obtained by
subdividing each parallelepiped into tetrahedrons, see Figure 5.1. The initial mesh
of the RT0 test case is obtained by refining the initial mesh of the RT2 test case 3
times. The PCG iterations are stopped when the l2 norm of the residual is reduced
by a factor of 1010. The time to solution (in seconds) of both the hybridization AMG
and ADS for the RT0 case are shown in Table 5.1. Additionally, we also report the
number of PCG iterations in the brackets. We see that the number of iterations of
a = f1;10pg, b  1 p
# proc Problem size -4 0 4
Hybridization-BoomerAMG-CG
3 200,704 0.97 (24) 0.96 (21) 0.93 (21)
24 1,589,248 1.15 (24) 1.15 (23) 1.16 (23)
192 12,648,448 1.45 (27) 1.48 (25) 1.43 (24)
1,536 100,925,440 3.31 (29) 3.03 (28) 3.03 (28)
ADS-CG
3 200,704 2.68 (21) 1.74 (10) 1.79 (11)
24 1,589,248 4.04 (25) 3.53 (13) 3.54 (13)
192 12,648,448 7.10 (27) 5.73 (15) 5.61 (14)
1,536 100,925,440 8.30 (28) 6.28 (15) 6.51 (15)
Table 5.1: Time to solution in seconds: RT0 on tetrahedral meshes, the corresponding
number of PCG iterations are the reported in the brackets.
the hybridization solver are very stable against problem size and the heterogeneity
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of a . The average time to solution of the hybridization approach is about 2 times
faster than that of ADS. The solution time difference between the two solvers is
more significant in the high order discretization case. This is due to the fact that
size of the hybridized system S is much smaller than the size of the original system A.
Indeed, in the case of RT2, the average time to solution of the hybridization approach
is about 8 times faster than that of ADS, see Table 5.2. In Figure 5.2, we plot the
solution time of both solvers where p= 4 in the definition of a . We can see that the
hybridization solver has promising weak scaling up to 1536 processors.
a = f1;10pg, b  1 p
# proc Problem size -4 0 4
Hybridization-BoomerAMG-CG
3 38,400 0.30 (15) 0.31 (16) 0.31 (16)
24 301,056 0.48 (18) 0.50 (21) 0.48 (20)
192 2,383,872 0.75 (28) 0.89 (29) 0.77 (29)
1,536 18,972,672 1.97 (44) 1.95 (47) 2.10 (47)
ADS-CG
3 38,400 4.85 (23) 3.55 (13) 3.80 (14)
24 301,056 7.24 (29) 5.47 (18) 5.73 (20)
192 2,383,872 11.56 (37) 8.89 (25) 9.56 (28)
1,536 18,972,672 24.28 (53) 16.51 (37) 16.37 (39)
Table 5.2: Time to solution in seconds: RT2 on tetrahedral meshes, the corresponding
number of PCG iterations are the reported in the brackets.
5.3.2 Strong scaling
In the second example, we investigate the strong scaling of the hybridization
AMG solver. The problem considered in this section is the crooked pipe problem, see
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(a) RT0
(b) RT2
Figure 5.2: Weak scaling comparisons between hybridization (red dotted line) and
ADS (blue solid line)
[55] for a detail description of the problem. The mesh for this problem is depicted
in Figure 5.3. The coefficient a and b are piecewise constants. More precisely,
(a;b ) = (1:641;0:2) in the red region, and (a;b ) = (0:00188;2000) in the blue region.
The difficulties of this problem are the large jumps of coefficients and the highly
stretched elements in the mesh (see Figure 5.3). For this test, the problem discretized
by RT1. The size of A is 2,805,520, and we solve the problem using 4, 8, 16 ,32 and
64 processors. The PCG iteration is stopped when the l2 norm of the residual is
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Figure 5.3: The mesh for the Crooked Pipe problem (left). A dense layer of highly
stretched elements (right) has been added to the neighborhood of the material in-
terface in the exterior subdomain in order to resolve the physical diffusion.
reduced by a factor of 1014. The number of PCG iterations and time to solution are
reported in Table 5.3, and we plot the speedup in Figure 5.4. When measuring the
speedup, solution time are corrected by the number of iterations.
Both solvers exhibit good strong scaling. We note that in this example, the
solution time of the hybridization AMG solver is much smaller than the ADS solver.
The average solve time of the hybridization AMG solver is about 10 times smaller
than that of ADS. In particular, the hybridization AMG solver with 4 processors is
still 2 times faster than ADS with 64 processors. The difference in the computation
time for this example is highly noticeable.
Lastly, we report the time spent on different components of the hybridization
approach in Table 5.4. We observe that except solving with S (i.e. setup and PCG
solve), the other components scale fairly well. Also, as we point out in Section 5.2,
solving with S is the most time consuming part of the hybridization AMG code. We
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Hybridization-BoomerAMG-CG ADS-CG
# proc # iter time to solution # iter time to solution
4 25 23.46 32 508.66
8 31 14.21 32 251.37
16 28 6.83 33 130.26
32 28 3.98 34 73.47
64 31 2.92 34 54.58
Table 5.3: Strong scaling test, original problem size: 2,805,520.
remark that during the formation of S, we stored the inverses of local blocks of bA.
So when we recover u by back substitution, only matrix multiplication is needed.
Hence, the recovery of u is extremely cheap and scalable.
# proc formation of S computation of D setup PCG solve recovery of u
4 7.55 0.22 3.87 11.72 0.092
8 3.95 0.11 2.29 7.81 0.046
16 1.84 0.057 1.4 3.52 0.022
32 1.11 0.034 0.83 2.01 0.012
64 0.68 0.027 0.52 1.7 0.006
Table 5.4: Timing of each component of the new solver.
5.3.3 Coarse saddle point problems
Although the coarse system coming from numerical upscaling/multiscale meth-
ods has a much smaller dimension than the fine grid problem, in general it is not
small enough that one can simply solve it using a direct solver. We recall that the
coarse system from mixed GMsFEM/rAMGe has also a saddle-point form,
AH = PTAhP=
2664MH BTH
BH 0
3775 : (5.11)
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Figure 5.4: Strong scaling comparison between hybridization (red dotted line) and
ADS (blue solid line). Black dotted line indicates perfect scaling
Note that due to the somewhat complicated structure of the basis of V H (we have
more than one dof per coarse face F and possibly multiple dofs per coarse element
for the pressure space QH), standard solvers like block-diagonal preconditioners such
as L2-H1 -equivalent, or H(div)-L2 -equivalent (for terminology and details, cf., [61]),
are not directly applicable in an “out of shelf” manner. For that reason, we decided
instead of solving the saddle point problem (5.11) directly, to solve a reduced sym-
metric positive definite system obtained by hybridization of (5.11). This is possible
due to the fact that mixed GMsFEM/rAMGe has the same properties as a tradi-
tional finite element discretization approach, however with non-standard elements.
In particular, the global coarse problem can be assembled from local element ma-
trices, and also the coarse elements have well-defined topology, in particular, their
boundary is split into well-defined faces F . Then, the hybridization approach, well-
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known for finite elements (cf. [63]), applies in a straightforward manner to the coarse
saddle point problems.
We will test the proposed solver for solving the coarse problems obtained
by coarsening the full SPE10 benchmark model using rAMGe. The fine grid
is a 6022085 structured Cartesian grid, with the size of each element being
20ft10ft2ft. The number of fine scale degrees of freedom for the velocity is
3,403,000, while that for the pressure is 1,122,000. The permeability field k is
anisotropic (especially in the z-direction). Convergence of rAMGe against local
spectral enrichment will also be shown for this 3D model. The coarse grid is fixed to
be 61129, and we enrich the local approximation spaces gradually by increasing
the number of local basis functions. The convergence (depending on number of local
basis functions) is evident from Table 5.5.
The experiments in Table 5.5 were computed on an Intel Xeon processor X5660
(clocked at 2.8 GHz) with 24 GByte memory. The fine-grid problem was solved
using the minimal residual method preconditioned by a state-of-the-art L2–H1 block
diagonal preconditioner, which for this specific problem appeared to be the fastest of
the solvers we tested (H(div)–L2 block diagonal preconditioner and hybridization).
The solution time for the fine scale problem is roughly 61 seconds. On the other
hand, the coarse problem is solved by the proposed solver based on hybridization
and AMG. However, instead of BoomerAMG, we use the rAMGe solver developed
for H1 problems to solve the reduced system after hybridization. We observe, that
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if the operator complexity of the coarse problem is about 1.02, the solution time for
the coarse problem is less than 0.5 seconds, which means the speedup is more than
100 times (versus the fine-grid problem). When the operator complexity is around
1.32, then the solution time for the coarse problem increases to about 14 seconds,
so the speedup reduces to roughly 4 times. We remark here that if we apply L2-H1
block diagonal preconditioner and solve the coarse saddle point problem by minimal
residual method, the number of iterations can easily go up to more than 1000.
k dim(V H) dim(PH) OC PCG time jjjvH vhjjjjjjvhjjj
kpH phk
kphk
3 22731 5742 1.02 0.35s (21) 0.4398 0.05377
6 47376 11484 1.08 2.27s (33) 0.3241 0.04188
9 72021 17226 1.18 7.19s (49) 0.26436 0.03759
12 96522 22968 1.32 14.3s (55) 0.2230 0.03467
Table 5.5: The numbers in the bracket is the CG iteration count. For the fine-grid
level, dim(V h) = 3;403;000 and dim(Qh) = 1;122;000. The solution time for the fine
scale problem is about 61 seconds.
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6 CONCLUSION
In this dissertation, two enrichment schemes for mixed multiscale finite element
methods are studied. As explained in Section 1, the study is motivated by the fact
that mixed multiscale finite element methods are inadequate to provide accurate
coarse scale approximations for complex real world problems.
The first enrichment scheme, mixed GMsFEM, is based on the GMsFEM frame-
work. The original GMsFEM was proposed for second order elliptic problems in
primal form. Although GMsFEM does provide a increased accuracy, the resulting
solution is not mass conservative. In contrast, the solution of the mixed GMsFEM
automatically conserves mass on the coarse grid. If necessary, an inexpensive local
postprocessing procedure can be applied to produce a mass conservative solution on
the fine grid.
The mixed GMsFEM for Darcy’s flow and linear elasticity are proposed. For
Darcy’s flow, direct comparison can be made to the mixed multiscale finite element
methods. In fact, the design of mixed GMsFEM is inspired by the mixed multiscale
finite element methods for Darcy’s flow. Selection of local spectral problems are
based on analysis. The mixed GMsFEM is then extended to solve linear elasticity.
However, the extension is not trivial due to the symmetry requirement of the stress
tensor. Indeed, such a requirement implicitly forces the coarse approximation space
for displacement to include all the rigid motions in each coarse elements. Moreover,
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the requirement also leads to a decomposition of the coarse approximation space
of the stress tensor into a edge-based subspace and a vertex-based subspace. Dis-
cretization of the mixed formulation of the linear elasticity system is well-known to
be complicated; the current algorithm is applicable in 2D. Further research is needed
for elasticity problems in 3D.
The second enrichment scheme is based on rAMGe, where both the veloc-
ity and pressure coarse spaces are enriched. Due to the multigrid nature, recursive
application of the algorithm is readily available, which renders the algorithm a mul-
tilevel method. Our numerical results show that the multilevel method can lead to
a significant saving in the coarse space construction time, while the accuracy are
maintained.
In practice, the coarse problem can still be too large to be solved by direct
methods. So efficient iterative methods for the coarse problem are desired. Due to
the special shape functions in the coarse multiscale function space, some classical
solver for the fine grid problems may not work well for the coarse problem. In fact,
from our empirical results, some block diagonal preconditioners do not perform well
for the coarse problems. We proposed and tested an efficient solver for the coarse
saddle point problems based on hybridization and AMG. While ADS requires the
user to provide some discrete curl and gradient operators, our proposed solver does
not require extra input. Hence, it is applicable to more general problems. The solver
shows comparable scalability to ADS, a state-of-the-art solver for H(div) problems.
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Moreover, It outperforms ADS in terms of CPU solving time.
For all the proposed multscale methods, stability of the coarse systems as well
as convergence analysis are discussed. Furthermore, extensive sets of experiments
in 2D and 3D are conducted to numerically verify the validation of the proposed
schemes. In particular, application in speeding up single- and two-phase flow simu-
lations is demonstrated. Robustness of the mixed GMsFEM for modeling mixture
of compressible and nearly incompressible materials are also illustrated.
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